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Persistent in the Right; Fearless in Opposing Wrong,
G O L L E G E V IL L E , FEIST1ST3A., ISTO V E M B E R IO, 1887'-

V O L U M E 13-

W H O LE N U M B E R , 646-

And so she was, in more senses than
“ You kin stay here, if you work fur
heart that had never really been in Har when he had aomewhat recovered from tinguish the shape of the paper upon
one.
your
board,”
Mrs.
Peter
had
informed
which
I
write,
and
I
live
in
hope
that
the shock, might be beneficial, but,”
ry’s keeping.
For when the first October frosts
She knew Roy would ask her te be his said the letter, “ Mr. Carlton does not when we meet I shall be able to see your her, but Beulah had declined the offer.
had
crimsoned the trailing ivy-leaves
“
I
had
rather
beg'
my
bread
from
dear
face.”
wife, and she had allowed herself to get better, he seemed to have lost all
E dited by DR. J. HAMER, Sr.
and turned the sumac and sassafrass
door
to
door,”
she
declared
to
herself,
And
that
hope
was
not
in
vain.—
New
interest
in
life.”
Then
the
letter
"went
dream how happy she could be with
“ than to stay with them. But where leaves to scarlet and gold, Beulah Bit
him ; with what a blessed sence of rest on to give the other news of the village York Journal.
Matter, Force and Consequent
tersweet was transformed into Mrs.
can I go ?”
and peace she could creep into the.shel- but Ellice did not read it.
Motion
“ Beuly I” called Mrs. Peter’s sharp Richard Barrymore.— Helen Whitney
A LUCKY DISCOVERY.
ter of his manly arms and lay her head
Hastily she prepared for her journey
( continued next week .)
voice.
“ Come down—here’s a feller Clark.
upon bis loving breast. But now the and when the next train left the station
( continued prom bast week .)
wants
to
see you.”
“ And so Miss Dorinda Beam is
awakening had come, and- the dream it bore her in the direction of Shafton.
Ventilation.
Beulah
sprang up with flushed cheeks
If it is thus owing to energy derived
was over. She had loved him so entirely
The rosy blushes chased each other dead an’ buried 1”
and
sparkling
eyes.
“Yes, an’ hain’t left no will—that’s
from the sun acting through the earth’s
for himself, for the great, generous over her otherwise pale cheeks when
“ Could it—could it be Doctor Yiv
If two persons are to occupy a sleep
the
wust of it.”
heart
of
bis,
that
seemed
large
enough
to
environments, air, and water in its
The door of the country school-room
ever she thought of her errand, but
ian
?”
ing
room together for a night, let them
Mrs. Grimes stopped churning to
three states, as vapor, liquid, or solid, closed behind the last noisy pupil, take in all mankind as his brothers, that she did not falter, even when she rang
She
caught
her
breath,
her
heart
be
weighed upon retiring, and then
that gives rise to climate, and its vari and the young teacher was alone. She she had not once thought of the differ the bell at the “ Squire’s” and was ush listen to the news brought by Neighbor
beat
so
violently
with
a
sudden
hope.
again
in the morning, and they will
ation in respect to time and locality, it bowed her head wearily upon her hand ence in their circumstances, for he was ered, by the prim housekeeper, into the Hockins.
She
hurried
down
with
a
pink
flush,
find
that
the actual weight is at least
“ You don’t say ?”
is in like manner owing to the same and looked around the bare, comfortless rich as she was poor.
empty parlor. Her heart beat tumult
like the tinted heart of an ocean shell, one-_ pound less in the morning. Fre
“
I
t
’s
so,”
declared
Neighbor
Hock
cause that geological changes on the room, with its bard benches, curtainless
Now she had heard her name coupled uously as she heard the slow, uncertain
staining her cheeks, to meet—Richard quently there will bb a loss of two or
earth's surface have taken place during windows and rusty, broken stove with a with the obnoxious terms,“adventuress” step come down the stairs and the hand ins, emphatically.
more pounds, and the average loss
Barrymore.
“
Beuly
Bittersweet
won’t
get
nothin’
past ages, and are taking place at the shudder of disgust.
and “fortune-hunter,” and the prophecy grope for the knob of the door. He
He took her hands in a firm, gentle throughout the year will be more than
after
all,
then,”
observed
Mrs.
Grimes,
present time. These acting forces are
There were days—and this had been that “ if Mr. Carlton married her he came in and closed the door, then
a pound. That is, during the night
either mechanical or chemical, and one—when every fibre of her sensitive would soon know, as did all others, that stood moving his head from side to side lifting the churn lid to see if the butter clasp.
there is a loss of a pound of matter
“
Get
your
things,
Beulah.
I
have
was
coming.
sometimes act in combination,and may being shrank from association with it was his wealth that won her.”
as if looking for some one.
which has gone off from the body,
come
to
take
you
home
with
me.
Moth
“ Not a stiver. An’ her alius brought
be in their effects, either destructive, the motley crowd of urchins aud from
She did not know that the remark had
“ I beg your pardon,” be said at last, up to think she’d get it all.”
partly through the lungs and partly
er
has
a
room
ready
for
you,
and
you
reproductive, or conservative. In de contact.with the dirty,dog’s-eared books, been made expressly for her ear, had for Ellice did not speak, “ but does any
through
the pores in the skin. The
are
to
live
with
us.”
“ ’Tis too bad. I reckin Peter Fogg
structive influences the mechanical the grim desks and dingy walls; but been made, too, with the unuttered hope
one wait to see me? I am blind.”
escaped
material
is carbonic acid gas
“
Oh,
Richard,
I
—I
don’t
deserve
it,”
an’ his woman’ll come in fur the propchanges effected are the expansion and she never allowed these feelings to in that its barbed bitterness might rankle in
and decayed animal matter, or poison
sobbed
Beulah,
remorsefully.
“
Yes,
Roy,”
Ellice
answered,
in
a
pity, then ?”
contraction, caused by the direct fluence her; the duties of her positions her heart, for had she not dared to,
This is diffused
“ Hush 1 Get your things,” ordered ous exhalations.
energy from the sun, and sudden vari were conscientiously performed the more kindly but unmistakable, refuse the at choked voice, putting out her hand to
“Course they will, bein’ they’re the
through the air in part, and in part
Richard,
authoritively,
“and
let
me
lead
him
to
a
seat.
It
was
the
first
time
ations in degrees of that energy, and so, perhaps, because they were so dis tentions of the' speaker’s son ?
highest of kin. All the kin-folks she
carry out ypur trunk ; my wagon is at absorbed by the bed-clothes. If a sin
she had ever called him by his given
the action of freezing water, or frost, agreeable.
Keenly sensitive to the opinions of name, and she saw the light flash over hed, I reckin, fur her an’ Beuly wasn’t the door.”
gle ounce of wood or cotton be burned
which expands. “ The consequence of
no ways related.”
She had dismissed school an hour others, she might yet have dared their bis face.
in a room, it will so completely satur
And
half
reluctantly,
though
with
a
this action is that in countries exposed
“ I shouldn’t think Miss Dorindy’d feeling of relief in her heart, Beulah al ate the air with smoke that one can
earlier to-day, ostensibly -to enable her censure if this latter suggestion had not
“Ellice,
oh
my
darling!”
he
exclaimed,
to frosts a continued disintegration of
to correct the compositions handed in for given her pause. She loved him so truly then he stammered, “ forgive me, Miss sleep quiet in her grave, with them lowed him to lift her into the wagon, hardly breathe, though there can be
the surface of the rocks goes on. This
to-morrow’s reading; really because she she could not bear that be should think Gray, that I forgot for a moment. It Foggs a-bandling of her things. She where he had already placed her trunk, but an ounce of foreign matter in the
superficial decay combines with the
bated ’em like pizon while she was and they drove away.
had seen Roy Carlton drive by, and knew of her, even for a moment, as she thought was very kind of you to come.”
air. If an ounce of cotton be burned
chemical and mechanical operations of
alive,” remarked Mrs. Grimes.
that be would return to ask her com of Harry Vance; better that they should
every half hour during the night, the
Peter
Fogg
was
as
good
as
his
word,
“
I
fear
you
will
think
the
motive
self
the atmosphere to produce considerable
pany for an hour’s drive behind his hand part at once and forever. This was what ish when I have given you my reasons
“ She hadn’t ort to put off makin’ and before many days he drove into air will be continuously saturated with
modifications in the forms of rocks and
some bays; and she had told herself that she had told herself again and again for coming,” she replied, struggling her will, then. But that’s alius the town with his lumbering farm-wagon smoke, unles there is an outlet for it.
cliffs.” The motion of loose sand
she would—because she must—refuse, every hour of that long day and night. bravely for composure as she sat down way—folks keep a-puttin’ off an’ a-put- filled with the big piano, the handsome Now the sixteen ounces of smoke thus
through the wind has also a mechanical
henceforth and forever, all things that
“ If she was sure, quite sure,” she told near him. Then : “The train leaves in in’ off, a thinkin’ they’re goin’ to live pictures, and Aunt Dorinda’s trunk, formed are far less dangerous or poi
effect. “ Cavities are now and then
he might ask of her ; and she wished to herself, “ that her willingness to accept two hours, and I must return, so you forever, and then all at once they’re containing her “ best clothes.”
sonous than the sixteen ounces of ex
hollowed out of rocks by the gyration
have a little time to strengthen herself, him bad not been caused, in parts at least will pardon me if I am somewhat abrupt gone ’fore they know it. An’ thqn it’s
He
*
H<
*
*
*
halations from the lungs and bodies of
in them of little fragments of stone or
to “ have her dark hour unseen,” before and almost unconsciously to herself, by in naming my errand ?
too Late. Miss Dorindy died awful
two
persons who have lost a pound in
The
honeysuckle
and
madeira
vines
grains of sand kept in motion by the
she should shut the gate forever between her intense hatred of the drudgery of
suddint, they say—appellexy or the clustering about the old Barrymore weight during the eight hours of sleep
“
Certainly,”
he
replied,
courteously.
wind. Hurricanes form important geo
that world of ease and happiness, and, teaching, she would not give a thought
“ Well,” said his visitor, somewhat like. I dunno what Beuly is a-goin’ to farm-house were full of bloom, and the ing, for while the dry smoke is mainly
logical agents upon land in uprooting
more than all else, of Roy’s love, and her to what others might think or say, but weakly, striving to gain time, now that do, I ’m sure.”
scented petals of a tall cinnamon rose taken into the lungs, the damp odors
trees, and thus sometimes impeding the
world of poverty, loneliness and sorrow. she must be sure, quite sure, herself, the decisive moment bad come, “ the
And indeed poor Beulah herself bush were dropping lightly on Beulah’s from the body are absorbed both into
drainage of a country, and giving rise
She could not help but love him, he then”---- but the day had been so weary fact is, I am thinking of getting mar scarcely knew what she was going to nut-brown curls, as she sat on the the lungs and into the pores of the en
to the'' formation of peat masses."
do.
south porch with a basket of yellow tire body.
Among the mechanical changes is in had laid so many driftsof sunshine across ing, she was so tired she must have time ried.”
“ Everything here will be yours, Beu September peaches beside her.
Nothing stronger can be said to
“
Ellice,”
he
said,
brokenly,
“
it
was
cluded what is termed weathering of her otherwise shadowed pathway, had to think it all out. But time she was
lah,
when
I
’m
dead
and
gone,”
Miss
prove
the necessity for ventilation in
cruel
to
come
here
to
tell
me
that.
Did
been
such
a
rock
of
refuge
in
her
desert
destined not to have, for scarcely had
rocks. “Under the term are included
“Dick is so fond of peaches and
Dorinda
had
often
declared.
“That
bedrooms,
and of thoroughly airing
you
think
I
had
still
any
hopes
that
you
of
friendliness
since
she
came,
over
a
the echoes of the shout of the last eman
all the superficial changes which rocks
cream,” commented Beulah to herself,
miserly
Peter
Fogg
an’
his
stingy
wife
the
sheets,
coverlets
and mattresses in
cared
for
me,
that
you
should
come
year
ago,
to
this
dreary
little
village
to
cipated
urchin
died
awayin
the
distance
undergo in consequence of the action
as she peeled and sliced' the ripe, goldwon’t
get
a
stick
nor
a
stone
of
what
the
morning
before
putting them into
earn
her
living
by
teaching.
here
to
kill
them
with
that
announce
when
Mr.
Carlton
came
up
to
the
unof the atmospheric processes upon
en-hued fruit.’ “ He shall have them
belongs
to
me
1
I
kin
tell
him,
if
he
is
the
form
of
a
neatly-made
bed. Child
painted
pine
desk
where
the
young
ment?"
She was not fitted to do battle with
them. In very dry countries, where
every day while they last.”
my
nephew.”
ren
more
than
any
others
suffer from
“No,”
she
replied,
and
then,
as
no
teacher
sat
with
her
head
bowed
upon
the range of temperature is not ex the grim fiend of poverty ; she had, until
Just then the sound of wagon wheels
And
now
Miss
Dorinda
was
dead
bad
air.
The
restless
tossing
aud mut
other
words
would
come,
sat
staring
her
band.
treme, weathering is reduced to a mini two years before, “ fed on the roses and
was heard in the lane.
and
gone,
sure
enough,
and
Peter
Fogg
tering,
the
disturbed
sleep,
all give
helplessly
at
his
pale
face,
as
be
leaned
Her
face
was
so
pale;
she
did
not
look
lain
in
the
lilies
of
life.”
Then
came
the
mum. This process is chiefly depend
" “ What on airth is that Richard’s got strongest evidences of the effects" of
and
his
“stingy
wife”
were
the
heirs
at
against
the
cushions
of
his
chair.
Pres
up
and
smile
as
she
was
wont
to
do
;
her
death
of
her
father,
followed
almost
im
ent upon the presence of moisture. To
in the wagon ?” asked Mrs. Barrymore, bad air. This is further confirmed by
the 'destructive influence of chemical mediately by that of her mother, and she whole attitude was so suggestive of wea ently she arose and stood beside him, law.
coming out on the porch just as the the dull eyes, stupid expression, languid
The
place
had
been
thoroughly
force belongs the oxidation of minerals, was left unprepared to face the world riness, if not despair, she was such a letting her fingers toy with the crisp,
wagon came into view. “Kin you movements and unrefieshed feeling
searched
for
a
will,
but
none
could
be
wee morsel of humanity and" he was so dark curls that shaded his brow.
as the familiar example of iron rusting alone.
make
out what ’tis, Beuly ? Your which are visible in the morning. Ev
found,
and
Lawyer
Green,
who
attend
“ Roy,” she whispered, hurrying into
Her father's wealth, which she always strong and manly that somehow, before
in a moist atmosphere. The absorp
eyes
are
better’n mine air.”
ed
to
all
Miss
Dorinda’s
affairs,
de
ery house should be well ventilated,
speech,
lest
her
courage
should
fail,
tion of carbonic acid by rocks is a supposed from their style of living to be he well knew what he was saying, he
Beulah
shaded
her
eyes
with
her
clared
that
he
had
not
been
called
upon
the body sufficiently covered with
“
Roy,
don’t
you
know
that
I
love
you
chemical process, and in this case also ample, faded away before the demands was telling her his passionate longing to
hands
and
looked
again.
to-make
any
will
;
and
so
poor
Beulah
warm, loose suitable clothing, and be
better
than
anyone
else
in
the
world
?
I
take
her
into
bis
arms
and
shield
her
the presence of moisture in the air is of his creditors like snow in the spring
“I
t—it
looks
like
a
big
box,”
she
was
left
penniless
and
alone
in
the
sure
the sleep will be sound and re
loved
you
then,
but
I
love
you
a
hundred
henceforth
from
every
discomfort.
necessary as a medium for introducing time. Her high sense of honor would
said,
doubtfully.
great
world.
freshing
and will be manifested in the
times
more
now.
My
life
has
been
one
She
looked
up
then,
with
something
the acid into the substance which is to not allow her to hold back even the old
And
so
it
was
a
big
box,
with
a
One
year
ago
Beulah
was
the
prom
bright
eye
and vigorous growth and
long
regret
ever
since.
I
came
here
to
of
the
look
the
hunter
sometimes
sees
in
be altered by it.” Reproductive influ homestead and household furniture so
piauo
in
it.
There
was
another
box,
ised
wife
of
Richard
Barrymore,
a
stal
action.
day
to
ask
you
to
marry
me.
Don’t
re
the
eyes
of
a
wounded
doe,
look
up
ences : These arise partly from the re dear from the associations clustering
sult of the chemical and mechanical around it, and reserving but one or two and crushed the hope out of his heart fuse me, Roy. I have suffered enough wart young farmer, who lived with his also, filled with pictures, and a trunk.
Richard drove up to the door.
mother in the old homestead, with its
A French Frog Farm.
for my mistake and I love you.”
disintegration involved in weathering, articles she allowed the rest even her with a cold refusal.
.
“I
’ve
brought
you
a
present,
Beu
green
orchard
trees,
its
meadows
of
“
Oh
1
Ellice,”
he
cried,
between
pain
Then
came,
for
her,
the
slow
agony
of
piano,
to
be
sold.
and are partly from the transporting
The French frog farm is much like
Her summer friends drifted away one living on, day after day, knowing that and pleasure, “ how can I consent? I t sweet grass, and its waving fields of lah 1” he cried gaily. “ The piano and
power of winds and aerial currents,
pictures we’ll put in the parlor, and one of our cranberry meadows-a swamp
wheat and corn.
Under the former head is the formation by one, and she noted their departure she had in that one hour of weakness would be such a sacrifice.”
But Beulah was young and giddy, this trunk I ’ll just carry up into your laid out in broad ditches with grassy
“ I know it Roy,” she answered, wil
of soil, under the later may be noticed with scarcely a sigh over their defection. cast aside all that made life worth living;
and
when the new physician, Dr. Clar room.”
banks between them. We remember
the production of sand hills, the fall of Was it because she realized of how little of walking daily through the furnace of fully misunderstanding him, “ when you
And calling Sim, the hired man, they years ago passing one of these farms in
ence
Yivian, began to pay lover-like
dust-showers and colored rain, and the worth was there evanescent friendship? trial, with the ghosts of her dead hopes are worthy of the best woman living,
the vicinity of a large French city in
transport of seeds.” A familiar exam or had her heart, suffering a deeper ever reproaching her with the cowardice but only let me be your wife and I will attentions to her, Richard grew jeal carried it up at once.
Beulah could only look her thanks, the early evening, and being drawn to
ous, a quarrel ensued, and a broken en
ple of sand bills called dunes formed wound, become dead to the smarting of that put an end to their bright but brief try so hard to make you happy.”
“I am blind,” he murmured, hopeless gagement was the upshot of the matter. and then ran up stairs to hide her tears. notice it by the deafening music from
existence.
by the transporting power of winds is lesser hurt?
Half an hour later she came dancing the thousands of fat fellows sitting in
Since that time Dr. Yivian had con
So
two
years
drifted
by,
and
along
the
Harry Vance bad been her ideal of a
witnessed on the southeastern coast of
lydown
stairs, laughing and crying to the damp grass and now and then
tinued
his
atteutions,
until
Miss
Dorin
“Let
me
be
your
eyes.
O
h!
Roy,”
thorny
pathway
that
she
trod
Ellice
Lake Michigan. The influence of air gentleman. She had cherished for him a
da’s
death
occurred,
and
Beulah’s
un
gether.
she
sobbed,
turning
away
and
covering
Gray
learned
priceless
lessons
<Jf
selfsplashing into the ditches and continu
on water in forming ocean currents, strong friendship, which, before her
•O
h,
Dick
1
Oh,
Aunt
Laura
1”
she
fortunate
position
made
public.
her
face
with
her
hands,
“don’t
send
me
reliance
and
courage;
learned
to
be
a
ing to sing their lays as they protruded
waves, and alteration of the water-level father’s death, had bid fair to ripen into
cried
hysterically.
“There
was
a
will
Then
his
visits
suddenly
ceased,
and
away.
I
cannot
bear
it.
I
cannot
live
law
unto
herself,
and,
once
having
chos
their snouts just above the surface of the
love.
His
attentions
had
been
very
lover
has a potent influence in effecting geo
he found it convenient to “ pass jjy on after all ; and here it is 1 I t was in water.
The frogs were a special
logical changes. But of all matter like, and the small world in which the en a pathway, knowing it to be right, without you.”
the bosom of Miss Dorinda’s dress, be breed, Rana esculenta by name, but
He was silent for a moment, then he the other side.”
through which the epogene forces act two moved had already, in imagination, grew strong to follow it steadfastly to
A week later, Mr. Fogg and wife tween the lining and the outside. I differing very little from our handsome,
in effecting geological changes on the coupled their names together, when the the end, though a thousand tongues arose and turned towards her.
thought I would hang up the clothes, slender specimen found in marshes, and
came
to take possession.
“I t seems unmanly to accept your
earth’s susface, water in its three states clouds of misfortune shrouded her, and might censure.
to air them, after being shut up in the having bright green and brown spotted
He
was
a
hard-featured,
miserly
man,
Within a month after his rejection sacrifice, Ellice,” he.cried, “ but my life
of gas or invisible vapor, liquid or he, with some trite sentences of con
trunk, and just happened to feel this in skin. Our common bull frog is said to be
and
she
a
sharp-nosed,
avaricious
wo
solid, is bj’ far the most important.” dolence upon his tongue, bad stepped Roy left his affairs in the hands of his is so dark, and,” his voice grew infinitely
the bosom of her silk dress. It was quite as delicate in flavor, and more ac
man.
When the energy from the sun acts out of their shadow, probably congratu steward, to whom he gave power of at tender, “ I love you so, come to me, little
one
she had not worn for a good ceptable in point of meat than the escu
“
The
ole
woman
hed
a
heap
o’
plun
one,”
holding
out
his
arms,
“
for
I
can
upon it “ the vapor is largely raised lating himself that he bad not gone so torney, and went away to the city. A
while.”
der,”
remarked
Peter,
as
he
went
lum
not
see
you.”
year
passed,
and
the
dishonest
steward
lent species of Europe, and as the natu
from the ocean surface, so in great far but what it was still easy to recede.
I t proved to be a genuine will, made ral stock of them is fast disappearing
Then, as he clasped her to his heart, bering through the parlors with his
She sighed, not for him, but for her turned everything except the Carlton
measure it falls back again directly
into the ocean. A considerable pro shattered ideal, when she saw that he homestead into money, gathered his and kissed the warm lips so near bis own heavy cowhide boots. “That there three years ago, in St. Louis, where before the nets of the hunters thousands
pie-anner won’t be here long, though, Beulah and Miss Dorinda had spent a are now imported from Canada for the
portion, however, descends upon the saught out a shallow, brainless favorite of booty and fled ; and no one knew Roy’s he whispered:
nor them picters on the wall 1” he de few weeks one summer.
“I
never
knew
before
what
the
depri
address.
supply of the New York market. Con
land. Upon the higher elevations it fortune, and sought by a vigorous court
This
accounted
for
Lawyer
Green
clared,
eying
the
articles
named
with
a
vation
the
loss
of
sight
is.”
Ellice
Gray
knew
nothing
of
this.
sequently the time has come for the
ship
to
obtain
her
hand
in
marriage
and
falls as snow, and gathers there into
“And how soon can we be married, calculating gaze. “I reckin they’ll having no knowledge of it.
skilled culture of them in connection
snow fields, which by means of glaciers possession of the property he knew she When vacation came she bad given up
Beulah was soon reinstated in her with other acquatic products, as brook
Send theii drainage down towards the held iu her own right; and in that sigh her school, for she could not stay where darling,?” he asked, as she was about to fetch a right smart sum o’ money at
the auction rooms, an’ I ’ll cart ’em off old home, and Peter Fogg and his trout, carp, bass and other fish, or
vallej'8 and plains.” When it falls as exhaled the last lingering perfume of the every thing reminded her of Roy. She leave him.
wife, after refunding the money paid water cress, which can be grown con
an’
sell ’em.”
“ Whenever you wish, Roy,” she re
rain it flows down the slopes of land to friendship Ellice Gray had felt, not for was teaching in a distant village, when
for
the piano and other articles, went junctively, and are very profitable.—
“
There’s
a
hull
trunk
full
o’
the
ole
form brooks, which are still further Harry Vance, but for the man she had one morning the postman brought her plied.
back
to their farm, greatly chagrined New York Times.
woman’s
good
clo’se,”.
put
in
Mrs.
“Really ?’’
swollen by springs formed by the water imagined him to be ; and in its place grew a letter which proved to be from a for
at
the
unexpected turn of affairs.
Peter,
who
had
been
exploring
the
up
“ Yes, really,” she answered.
gushing from beneath the surface, loathing and contempt for Harry Vance mer pupil in Sbafton, Roy’s home. It
“I
wish
the pesky trunk had of burnt
per
rooms.
“You
mout
as
well
cart
“To-day,
then,”
he
said,
promptly.
where a portion had penetrated from the fortune-hunter, intensified a hundred told of the loss of his property, stated
A less restrict diet in athletic train
up
’fore
ever we went an’ sold it,” ing is being favored in England, and,
’em
off,
an’
sell
’em,
too,
Peter.
I
“
Oh,
well,
not
quite
so
soon
as
that,”
the falling rains, until uniting with fold when, later, she heard of the debts that he had of late returned to his home
grumbled Peter.
other streams they at length come to and duns that harassed his pathway. For that while in the city he bad joined a she, said, laughing, “ but in a fortnight, kaint wear ’em.”
instead of the large proportion of
In which unavailing wish Mrs. Peter meat formerly rigidly insisted on,
“
Course
you
kaint,”
said
Peter,
perhaps
;
yes,
two
weeks
from
to-day.”
volunteer
corps
of
fireman
and
while
in
form rivers which grow wider and strictly uprightand honorable herself she
“ I t will be an age,” he declared, kiss gruffly. “ What do you want of any coincided with him.
wider and carry with them quantities could tolerate no dishonesty in others, the discharge of his duty had been
physiologists now consider a variety
Among toe visitors who soon of food essential to the best results.
more clo’se, anyhow ? Them you’ve
ing
her good-by.
struck
on
the
head
by
a
falling
timber
and
in
her
vocabular
theft
and
debt
of material out to sea. • “ When the
A week later she received a few lines got on your back is good enough fur flocked to congratulate Beulah on her The Cambridge boat crew, in training
vapor ascends into the air it is almost without means or intention of payment and carried away insensible.
good fortune, was Doctor Clarence for the race with Oxford, were this
“ When he revived,” the letter went from him. The words were blotted and anybody.”
chemically pure. But when, after be were synonymous terms.
Shocked and pained at their coarse Vivian ; but much to his discomfiture year permitted to eat fish, puddings
“ Many a heart is caught in the rebound on to say, “ he was blind. The physician the letters uneven, but she did not think
ing condensed into visible form, and
remarks,
Beulah went to her own room, he was informed that Miss Bittersweet and dessert, though still forbidden
working its way over or under the sur proved true in this case, for Ellice had talked of paralysis of the optic nerve, of that, for he wrote:
sugar and pastry.
You brought me sight. I can dis to think over her plans for the future. was engaged.
face of the land, it once more enters the come to this little village to loose the thought time or electric treatment,

Department of Science.

sea, it is no longer pure, but more or
less loaded with material taken by it
out of the air, rocks, or soil through
which it has traveled. Day by day the
process is advancing. So far as we can
tell, it has never ceased since the first
shower of rain fell upon the earth.”

HER BLIND WOOER.
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Thursday, Novem. io, 1887.
T he storm is past. Those who have
been sw ept from the deck and still sur
vive m ay live to succeed some oth er
time.
T he discovery o f bombs, Sunday,
in one of the cells in the Chicago jail
occupied by the condemned Anarch
ists adds strength to the general opin
ion that the Anarchists ought to be
bung, and hung right speedily.

The returns show the failure of this
hope and the election of the Democratic
State ticket by a larger majority thafl
that given to Governor Hill. This ends
all question of President Cleveland’s re
nomination, if it does not settle the elec
tion of 1888.
- In Ohio, on the other hand, the Demo
crats have not had a very hopeful can
vass and Governor Foraker seems to
have caraied the State by a handsome
majority, which will naturally make
him a couspicuous figure in the party
in the near future; The Republicans
also carry Massachusetts, as was ex
pected, just as they carry Pensylvania
and the Democrats carry Maryland.
There was not much interst in the elec
tions in other States, except in Vir
ginia and New Jersey, where the con
test was for the members of the Legis
lature.
In New Jersey the Republicans se
cured a majority in the Legislature.

S lugger S ullivan , the American
pugilist, is now in London. He was
greeted by an enthusiastic crowd, and
attempts were made to unharness the
W ASHINGTON LE T T E R .
four horses of the carriage in waiting From our Regular Correspondent.
for him. We state this much simply
W ashington, November 5,1887.—The
as an illustration of the animal in man. chief events of interest of the week are
the reception of the British committee
A nd the name of the Additional Law on international controversies, by the
Judge duly elected by the people of President,—the purpose being to set
Montgomery county, is Aaron S. tle such matters in the calm counselsSwartz. We hasten to offer Judge of peace rather than in the stormy and
Swartz our heartiest congratulations. sanguinary strife of battle; and the ad
May his career upon the legal throne verse decision of the United States Su
be one noted for honor, integrity, and preme Court in the case of the Chicago
ability.
Anarchists for a new trial.
This result caused not the least sur
S. G. H opkins is the name of a sen
prise in the Capital, as it has been an
sational newspaper reporter who sent
ticipated as the inevitable conclusion of
an alleged infernal machine to the
the Court. All that now stands be
Chief Justice of the United States, in
tween the Anarchists and their im
order to have an opportunity to write
pending doom is the executive clem
an exciting account of an attempt on
ency that may possibly be extended
the life of the distinguished official.
them in Illinois, but it is highly im
Since Hopkins has been arrested it is
probable that even a brief respite will
probable he has reversed his opinion
be granted them.
as to the amount of jolly fun in the
This city had a cholera scare the
transaction. Reputable journalism has
other day that created quite a ripple of
no need at this time for such men as
excitement—two of the crew of the
Hopkins.
cholera-infected ship that reached New
T he Governor of the great State of York City having been traced to Wash
where they were hunted down
Pennsylvania visited Philadelphia, last ington,
by the metropolitan police and thor
week, and made several speeches in be oughly fumigated. It is hoped that
half of Leeds and the Republican city will be an end of the danger, for should
ticket. The Governor mixed religion this deadly disease break out here it
with politics and referred, most sancti would spread more rapidly than from
almost any other city of the Union.
moniously to the importance of the
The quid nuncs declare now that the
campaign and the dire necessity of transfer of Secretary Lamar to the Su
electing Leeds Sheriff. Even a corpo preme Bench is a sure thing, and that
ration Governor finds it convenient to it has been decided to appoint as his
be on the Lord’s side when there is a successor in the Interior Department
Assistant Secretary Muldrow, who is
political axe to grind.
now in Mississippi placing his private
affairs in proper shape before entering
T he State Experimental farm near upon the responsible duties of that high
West Grove, Chester county, has been position. The appointment would cer
tainly be in the line of true civil ser
sold at private sale. The State paid vice reform, followed by the President
$175 an acre for the farm and buildings in the promotion of Secretary Fairupon it. The first time it was offered child to the head of the Treasury De
at public sale it was bid only to $77.25 partment.
The course of the President and
an acre, and the second time only to
some of those near to him in contribut
$90.25. It is said that the experiment ing to the New York Democratic cam
of the State running the experimental paign fund is severely censured as
farm cost them about $25,000 more “ pernicious activity” by independent
than will be got out of it. A costly political thinkers; President Cleveland
sent his check for $1,000, Secretary
experiment, that.
Whitney sends $2,500 and Private Sec
retary Lamont *$250. Besides this an
emissary of the New York Democracy,
ELECTION RESULTS.
sent to this city for the special purpose
of receiving such contributions lrom
MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
department clerks, publicly opened
Special Dispatch to I n d e p e n d e n t .
headquarters and was quite successful,
N orristown, Nov. 9— 12.05 p. m.— raising a very large sum. I t is under
stood that Commissioners Oberly aud
Returns from all but eight districts in Lamar have not yet recovered from the
dicate that Judge Swartz’s majority in shock of such unseemly conduct, and
the county will be 747, running about that both are at their wits’ end. It
will be remembered that these gentle
225 ahead of Williams for Supreme men, in an official capacity, have as
Judge. Swartz carried Norristown by sumed quite an aggressive attitude on
this question, uniting in denying the
643 majority, whilst Malsberger, Re right of government employes to pay
publican, for Clerk of the Courts, has out money for partisan purposes or to
take an active part in political matters.
but 11 majority. Pottstown and PottsA large number of clerks have been
grove give Sheetz, Democrat, for Pro- dismissed from the government service
thonotary, about 1150 majority and for failing a second time to pass an ex
amination under the new civil service
Malsberger about 225. The election of rules—these decapitations having all
Sheetz is considered certain by both taken place in the New York custom
house by order of the Secretary of the
parties, and there is a strong proba Treasury; as yet there have been no
bility that Quillman, Democrat, for dismissals in Washington, but of course,
Clerk of Courts has pulled through. there will be eventually.
During the month of October the
The vote for Democratic County Com public debt was reduced $16,833,695 ;
missioner is so close that board cannot for the same time Government receipts
were $31,803,172, or about two and a
as yet be named.
half million dollars more than for the
corresponding month of last year. Dur
R . L. P. R etfsnyder.
ing last month disbursements amounted
to $20,332,822, or three millions less
PENNSYLVANIA.
than in October, 1886.,
W. B. Hart, Republican, elected
Although Secretary Whitney is ab
State Treasurer by a majority of about sent on a month’8 sick leave, the great
25,000. Henry W. Williams, Republi work of rehabiliating the United States
Navy is making steady strides, under
can, for Supreme Judge, elected by the direction of the Acting Secretary
about the same majority. The Repub Commodore Harmony—bids having
licans gained in some counties and lost been received this week for a torpedo
boat and other naval appliances.
'in others.
One night this week the knights of
PHILADELPHIA.
labor of this city had 3 grand torch
The machine was smashed, and Tues light procession, with over three thous
day claimed as a great day for the peo and men bearing Chinese lanterns and
This was labor’s vigple. For Sheriff, Leeds, Republican, transparencies.
orous protest against the decision of a
beaten by Krumbaar, Democrat, by local court, pronouncing a boycott a
7,000 majority. For Controller, R. P. common conspiracy. The parade was
Dechert, Democrat, elected over Ma a perfect success, and one of the most
loney, Republican, by 10,000 majority. beautiful and impressive scenes that
your correspondent ever had the pleas
The battle was the fiercest of the pres ure of witnessing.
ent generation in Philadelphia.
ELSEWHERE.

Outside of Pennsylvania the most in
teresting of yesterday’s elections was
that in the State of New York, where
the Republicans bad nominated the son
of General Grant for Secretary of State,
and had hoped to defeat tbo Democratic
ticket and thus to prepare the way for
the defeat of Mr. Cleveland’s next year

Ravages of Hog Cholera in New
Jersey.
B elvidebe , N ov. 5-—The hog chol
era is causing great ravage among swine
in Upper Warren county and the farmers
are well-nigh panic stricken, in the
vicinity of Jobnsonbnrg, the losses have
been heavy. Joseph H. Darling has
lost 43 head ¡Gibson Bros., 82; Walter
Ackerson 15, and other farmers from

T R IC K S ON T H E S T A G E .
one to ten head each. The contagion
PEIRCE COLLEGE of BUSINESS
is spreading into the Quaker settlement
Record
Building, 917-919 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
A T H R I L L I N G L I F E AND DEATH STRUGGLE.
and hogs are dying by the score. The
Thomas May Peirce, M. A., Principal and
Some time ago there was on exhibition, in
inspectors authorized by the State are
Founder.
making an investigation and will do all New York, what was called the “ wonderful“
Morning, Afternoon and Night Sessions.
in their power to prevent the spread of electrical man !”
Ladies and gentlemen are instructed in techni
That ‘‘wonder” now says that he was always cal knowledge qualifying them for the transac
the disease.

An Old But Good Biddle Story.
From the Detroit Free Press.

Nick Biddle was a wit as well as a
financier.
During a session of the
Pennsylvania Legislature, away back
in the forties, a bill was up appropriat
ing a large sum for continuing the State
improvements. An honest but unlearn
ed member from Berks county was
hostile to the bill and, in fact, opposed
to all State improvements. He knew
the wishes of his'eonstituents, and little
else. While the bill was under consid
eration Mr. Biddle moved an ironical
amendment appropriating $10,000 for
the improvement of the Alimentary
Canal. The member from Berks was
instantly on his feet, declaring his pur
pose to oppose any appropriation for
the Alimentary or any other canal. The
amendment was instantly withdrawn,
amid the general mirth of themembers
at the expense of the honest member
from'Berks.

Tramps in Open Revolt.
L ancaster, N ov. 7.—The tramps in

the Workhouse are again in revolt.
There are over forty desperate men in
side the stone wall, who have refused
to work since last Friday. Last night
they became engaged in a desperate
quarrel among themselves, which was
only stopped by the officers going among
them and driving them back with revol
vers. A t an early hour this morning it
was discovered that the prisoners cut a
large hole through the stone wall, by
which they had intended to escape.
Officers Shaub, who was on duty, fired
at the men at work at the hole and
wounded one of them very badly. The
tramps say that the reason they won’t
work is that their supply of tobacco
has been cut off. A strong guard has.
been placed over the men and if any
further attempts to escape are made
there will be bloodshed.

Bored, Not to Death, But to Life.
From the Chicago Mail.

A man whose name would be recog
nized all over the Northwest if it was
printed here was taken sick on a certain
occasion. A newspaper reporter called
and made the usual tender inquiries.
The sick man answered them and then
gave the reporter some data from
which the reporter might weave a story
in case of the death of the former. The
sick man recovered, but in a few weeks
he was in bed again with a similar
ailment. Thè reporter called again.
This was kept up several times—the
sick man alternating between ailment
and health. During a very recent attack
the same reporter called again on his
victim. The sick man, who had been
very gracious and patient, now began
to worry and upbraided the chronicler
for bis- persistence. " I have told you
all I know about my life,” said the sick
man, “and there is nothing more to say
If you can wait till I die you will have
little to add.” The reporter rather
hesitated and then replied : “I am
sorry, sir, but wbat you first told me
was written up by me and banded to
the city editor, who sent it out to have
it put in type, so that we would have it
on hand when wanted. But the fore
man got it added to the death of some
Ohio man a few days ago and the mis
take was not discovered in time to rec
tify it. So you see we will have to have a
new story of your life.” The sick man
immediately recovered.

secretly connected with a battery so arranged as to
defeat discovery !
Many “ freaks of nature” are only freaks of
clever deceptive skill.
Bishop, the mind-reader, so called, was shown
to be only a shrewd student of human nature,
whose reading of thought was not phenomenal;
Even so intelligent a man as Robert Dale
Owen was for many years fully persuaded that
certain alleged spiritual manifestations were
genuine ;• but, in the Katie King case, he event
ually found that he had been remorselessly de
ceived.
When to natural credulity is added a some
what easily-fired imagination, spectres become
facts, and clever tricks realities.
“ That man,” remarked a prominent physician
the other day to our leporter, “ thinks he is sick.
He is a ‘hypo/ He comes here regularly three
times a week for treatment. There is absolutely
nothiny the matter with him, but of course every
time he comes I fix him up.something.”
“ And he pays for it ?”
“ Yes, $3.00 a visit. But what I give him has
no remedial power whatever. I have to cater to
his imaginary ills. He is one of my best friends,
and I dare not disappoint his fears.”
An even more striking case of professional
delusion is related by W. H. Winton, business
manager of the Kingston (N. Y.) Freeman :
“In 1883, Mr. R. R., of New York, (a relative
of a late vice-president of the Uniten States)
was seriously ill of a very fatal disorder. The
best physicians attended him, but, until the last
one was tried, he constantly grew worse. This
doctor gave him some medicine in a two ounce
bottle. Improving, he got another bottle, pay
ing $2 for each. He was getting relief after hav
ing used several of these mysterious small bot
tles.
One day he laid one on his desk in his New
York office. In the same office a friend was
using a remedy put up in a large bottle. By
pure accident it was found out that these two
bottles contained exactly the same medicine, the
two ounce vial costing the Doctor’s patient $2,
while his friend paid but $1.25 for a bottle hold
ing over sixteen ounces of Warner’s safe cure.
The doctor’s services were stopped at. once, the
man continued treating himself with what his
doctor had secretly prescribed—Warner’s safe
cure, which finally restored him to health from
an attack of what his doctors called Bright’s dis
ease.”
If the leading physicians in the land, through
fear of the code, will secretly prescribe Warner’s
safe cure in all cases of kidney, liver and general
disorder, do they not thereby confess their own
inability to cure it, and, by the strongest sort of
endorsement, commend that preparation to the
public ?
We hear it warmly spoken of in every direc
tion, and we have no doubt whatever that it is,
all things considered, the very best article of the
kind ever known.

tion of business and the proper management of
business agairs. . *
Business men, merchants, and farmers, who
have had doubts as to whether a practical busi
ness education could be obtained outside of the
counting room have been surprised at the thor
oughly practical manner in which their sons and
daughters have been qualified for business en
gagements at P e i r c e C o l l e g e , and are now
among its warmest friends. Ten hundred und
fifty (1050) students last year. Call or write for
Circular and Commencement proceedings, con
taining addresses of Governors Beaver and Biggs,
and Rev. Sam. W. Small and Rev. Sam. P.
Jones.
Rev; JOHN THOMPSON, Dean.
Offices, Rooms 5 and 6 , Second Floor.
18au
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j^STATE NOTICE !

* B U C K L E Y *
WILL R E M O V E

SELEC TED

ST O C K

OF

GOLD and S IL V E R W A T C H E S
AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES !

Clocks, Jewelry and Sil S P E C T A C L E S of all
verware of all de
Qualities and Prices.
scriptions.
Eye tests free.
Special attention given to the Repairing of Watches and Spectacles.

J. D. SALLAD H , Jew eler and Optician,
16 E. MAIN STREET,

(Opposite Public Square)

NORRLSTOWN, *PA.

S IM P L E Q U E S T IO H
I ask the readers of this valuable paper this simple question : Is it not common sense to pat
ronize Home Trade ? Everybody says Yes !
Then why go to the larger towns and cities and pay even more for goods than you pay when
you buy at my

STORE AT PROVIDENCE SQUARE ?

Great V ariety of Staple and Fancy Dry Goods I
Shoes to suit everybody. Hats to please gentlemen, and boys, too. The best GROCERIES.
Queensware must be seen to be appreciated. A full line of the best English ware direct from
England. 98 Pieces*—fine selection of new shapes—for $9.95.
If you want a pump you can get it manufactured by the Goshen Pump Co., Indiana.
You will find a General Stock of Merchandise usually kept in a Country Store, and prices will
compete with town or county stores. Come see us and be convinced. Very respectfully yours,

JOSEPH

Gr. G O T W A E S ,

P R O V I D E N C E SQ,TX-A.PIIE S T O R E .

—TO—

IFOIEL S P R I I T G - , 1 8 8 7 I
K ahn’s S ta tio n !

Choice Early Rose Seed Potatoes, 80
cents per bushel ; Onion Sets, and
all kinds o f fresh Carden Seeds.
Fresh picked Lime for whitewashing ; job lot of
pure bristle Wall Brushes at 20, 25 and 30c.
-------HEADQUARTERS

FOR-------

POTTSTOWN

NAILS !

BARGAINS IN MEN & BOYS’

P L O W SH O ES!
3 1NOVEMBER 13

Look Out for Their
N e x t A dvertisem ent.

D re s s G o o d s !

CLOTHS aud GOATS !

95 CENTS AND $1.25.
Specialty in Ladies’ and Children’s Fine Shoes,
and sold on very small profits.
Full line of Men’s and Boys’ Day Sewed Shoes,
equal to custom made.
rt
-----LARGE STOCK OF----ri

DTE A W H ATO
ALL SIZES.
LATEST STYLES IN
GENTS’ PEARL STIFF HATS.
Boys’ Soft Hats, made of Remnants of Cloth,
only 50 cents, worth $1.00.
A decided bargain in Men’s Fine Cheviot Shirts,
with Collars and Cuffs, only 50c. Fine Dress
Shirts, made of best muslin, laundried, only
87c. Large stock of Working Shirts, Over
alls, Pants, Coats and Vests.

-----OUR STOCK OF-----

FINE GROCERIES
IS COMPLETE.
All Sugar Table Syrup Is delicious, 50c, gallon.
Large French Prunes, 2 pounds, 25c.
Carolina Head Riee, 4 pounds, 25c.
Fresh Water Crackers, 3 pounds, 25c.
Choice' Can Tomatoes, 3 cans, 25c.
Elegant Dried Apples, 4 pounds, 25c.
Finest Rolled Oats, 5 pounds, 25c.
Babbitt's Wash Powder, 5 packs, 25c.., with cake
of soap.
FOR GOOD CUP OF

C O F F E E I
—TRY—

Fenton’s Blend, 2 5 c.
Still giving handsome piece o f decor
ated China Ware with Quarter
Pound Best Mixed Tea,
, 15 cents Quarter.
-----FULL STOCK OF-----

Hariware, WooS an® Willaw ware,
DRUGS, GLASS, OILS, PAINTS,
VARNISHES, CEMENT, PLAS
TER PA RIS, &e.

AtW. P. Fenton’s, Collegeville.

t

COLLEGEVILLE DRUG STORE,

t

For Autumn and Winter !

ANTI-GAP MIXTURE for the prevention and cure of Gaps In Poultry.
HORSE
AND CATTLE POWDER for purifying the blood and a general Condition Powder.
Estate of Josiah Prizer, late of Upper Provi
PURE DALMATIAN INSECT POWDER, for destroying Ants, Roaches, Flys, Moths, Rose
dence, Montgomery county, deceased. All per
Slugs, &c.
sons indebted to said estate are requested to
make immediate payment, and those having
CULBERT’S AGUE PILLS will cure your Ague and Malaria ; contains no quinine.
Such
an
exhibition
of
fine
qualities,
colorings
legal claims against the same will present them and styles as we now offer have never before CULBERT’S LIVER PILLS, for Constipation, Biliousness, &c.
without delay in proper order for settlement to been found in Pottstown.
SARAH PRIZER, Executrix,
18au
Collegeville, Pa.
TRY OUR 150° FIRE-TEST HEADLIGHT OIL, the best in the market.
PURE CAUSTIC SODA constantly on hand.
Ladies’ Broad Cloths in all the best 3bades ;
Fine
French
Checks
in
beautiful
colors
;
Plaid
.A. T T HC E
Physicians Prescriptions and Family Recipes Compounded with care.
Cloths in new pretty styles ; English Serges ;
A)1 Wool Henriettas ; Good Tricot Cloths ;
French Sebastapols ; Embroidered Cloth Suits ; We have a fine RASPBERRY VINEGAR for making a driuk. It is very refreshing to invalids.
All Wool Mixtures in a variety of choice de
Absolutely Pure Flavoring Extracts.
85g**Absolutely Pure Paris Green and White Hellebore.
signs.

One Hundred and Six Years Old

Fine, all all-wool,] French Dress Goods, 40
We have just completed our extensive alter inches wide, 50 cents. These are in a variety of
shades and a bargain.
ations, giving us more room, more light,
DEATH AT THE ALMSHOUSE OF A COLORED
and better accommodations for
WOMAN WITH A HISTORY.
showing our goods. We
New Coats for children at $1 50, and up to
Miss Anq. Timmins, a colored woman
are now receiving
112.50.
who outlived three generations and
our new
whose life had mostly been spent in
stock
New Coats for Ladies at $1.87^, up to $37.50.
slavery, died in the Philadelphia Hospi
of

tal on Tuesday of last week of erysipe
las. She belonged to the father of the
late Mary Bingham, wife of Gen. H. H.
Bingham, member of Congress from the
First district. Miss Timmins was born
at Annopolis, Md., on November 15,
1781, and was almost one hundred and
six years old at her death. Her first
master, who owned her mother, was Dr.
Githon. On the marriage of the doctor’s
daughter Pricilla to Thomas Alexander,
a young lawyer, of Baltimore, .Ann,
with several other slaves, formed part
of a wedding gift to the bride. She re
mained forty years with Mr. Alexander
her mistress having died previously,
until his daughter Mary was wedded to
General Bingham, when she accompan
ied her young mistress to her new home.
She, remained with Mrs. Bingham un
til 1878 when with the lady’s consent
she left to live with her niece, Mrs.
Frances Jane Lewis, wife of Thomas
Lewis, a job worker, who lives at 2410
Bodine street, where her body now
lies and from whence the funeral will
take place to-day or to-morrow, the day
not having been settled upon last night.
Miss Timmins, though very old, was
in possession of a retentive memory,
and many times spoke of having seen
General George Washington—though,
unlike many other aged colored people
she never claimed to have been a servant
of the Father of His Country. She
remembered the appearance of the
American and British troops of the War
of l$lg and often described their ap
pearance when passing through Mary
land. Her hearing was good until the
last, but her eyesight for a year or two
was dim, she haveing lost one eye about
a year ago. Of late years she had been
somewhat weak. She was a Methodist
from her youth and frequently used th *
expression pomtnon in the South : “ I
am a Methodist and J will die 3 Metho
dist.” She was taken to the hospital
on October 3, 1887. having been there
four weeks before she died. One day
last week she asked her physician if
General Washington was still living,
and on being assured that be was still
at Mount Vernon she appeared to be
quite pleased. She has always been
happy in thinking that she was made
free by President Lincoln’s proclimation,

-A.3ST3D O-A-iRIEiFTTIjIUSr

If you want a SUIT of CLOTHING, of any style, size and price, you can select from a large
assortment, and I can show you as fine and varied stock of samples as you ever saw from one of the
largest Cloth Houses in New York. Satisfaction guaranteed. And what more can you ask ?

jgSTATE NOTICE 1
Estate of William Buckwalter, late of Skippack township, deceased. Notice is hereby given
that Letters Testamentary upon said estate have
been granted to the undersigned. All persons
indebted to the same will make prompt settle
ment, and those having claims against said es
tate will present them without delay to
JACOB BUCKWALTER, Lower Providence,
ABRAHAM BUCKWALTER, Collegeville,
8sep
Executors.

.A, L A R G E

FALL

DRESS -:- GOODS

They have been selected with care, showing a
large variety of styles, and will be sold at »Phila
delphia prices.

JOS, W . C U L B E R T , C o lleg ev ille,

HARTRANFT

Handsome Silk Seal Plush Wraps, newest
styles, at $15.00, $17 50, $20.00, and up to $37.50.

P. K. G A B L E ,
PROPRIETOR.

Genuine Bargains in real Silk Seal Cloth

Blankets, Flannels, Shirtings, Stripes, Coats.
Tickings, and a complete stock o f
A fine variety of all the latest fur Trimming
Domestics and Notions fo r
at 25 cents to $5.00 per yard ; including Beaver,
Otter, Chinchilla, Lynx, Russian Hare, Seal,
the fa ll season.

Coon, Fox, Cony, &c., in light shades and
We are sole agents for the COOLEY HOME blacks.
STEAD BLEACHED MUSLIN, the best in the
market for the money. Call and examine it.
All the newest fur ball f r in g e s fo r W rap s.
fégfTWe have ordered and will receive shortly a
large variety of Ladies’, Misses’ and Child
ren’s COATS for the Fall Season.

27oc

STO R E ,

8sep

H, P, Beerer, Clerk,

Free Omnibus meets all Trains
at Bridgeport.

H oward Leopold,

M O R G A N W R IG H T,
K EYSTO N E

H O U SE !
Norristown, Pa.

BOARDING a t REASON
ABLE RATES.
Finest Hotel Stabling in the County
and Good Hostlers.

T H E

POTTSTOWN, PA.

NORRISTOWN, PA.

can live a t home, and m ake m ore m oney a t
work for us, th a n a t a n y th in g else in this
w<>rM, C ap ital not needed ; you are sta rte d
free. Both sexes ; a il ages. Any one can do th e
w ork; L arg e e a rn in g s su re from first s ta rt. Cost
ly o utfit an d term s tre e . B e tte r not de lav. Costs
vou n o th in g to send us y o u r ad d ress and find out ;
if jo u are w ise you w in do so a t once. 11. H a ll et t
& C o., P o rtla n d . M aine.

I)RS. J N. and J. B- II0BENSACK,

h U t g n i U g |e $ t a t r a a i !
S

Mu and Mill Acconoiatiis
BETTER THAN EVER.

- Oysters a Specialty ! -

Bananas, Oranges, Fruit

Agents to Sell
the HISTORY of

IP

BLACK

PHALANX.

V » competition. The fir»» o f ity
k in d to reeord the serriee* o f thg
N *oao oldi
darin g tb o wary
1776,18111801-86. No library com
plete W ithout i t . Sell» f a s t ty
W hitt» and Black«. Big profits.
Agents n p p r t 80 to w ««lea pot
week, p o a ’t p h i tb ie «banco tp
m ake money. Send for circular«
and liberal term«, o r $1,00 for pot»
« t. P ittance no iUpderaneo, as aU
freight« are paid. M ention p aper.

S

««»

AMERICAN PUB’S CO

Bartrord, Boaton, Clnoiaatil
tytafe or

___

E

A

M

Having refitted for the Fall season, patrons
and the public will find our

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL OFFICES.
^ “Special accommodations for Ladies.
40 Years Established.
3 0 0 N . S e c o n d S t . . P l i i l n d ’a , P a .
Regular Registered Physicians ; and are still
engaged in the treatment and cure of all cases
of nervous debility and special diseases. Office
L u n c h :—Corn Beef and Ham Sandwiches.
hours from 8 a. m. to 2 p. m., and from 5 to 9
p. m. Closed on Sundays. Consultation also
by mail strictly confidential.
2 ljy

lim ited

T

In Season ; Confectionery, Cakes and Notions.

BEER, PORTER, ALE,-:Sarsapartlla, Ginger Ale, Birch Beer, Soda, Ice
Cold Milk. &c.
SEGARS AND TOBACCO : Ping and Smoking
Tobacco in variety.
Thankful to the public for past patronage, J
most respectfully solicit a continuance of the
same.

Samuel S. Augee.
mO FARMEKS AND POULTRY R AUSERS.
1 THOROUGHBRED WYANDOTTE EGGS,
Single settings of 13 eggs, $1.00,
or more settings, special rates.
For sale by
•
D. u . c a sse l ,
NorritopviUe, Montg. Co., Pa.

H ot W a ter

Je a t e R
Will Heat Your House
with Bess Coal than
Any Other in
the Market.

Entirely Automatic in
its Action.
Stop at the Collegeville
Post Office and See it
in Operation, or Send
fo r Circular,
E S T IM A T E S F U R N ISH E D FOR S T E A M OR H O T W A T E R H E A T 
IN G A N D P LU M B IN G OF E V E R Y D E SC R IP TIO N .

G. W . Y O ST , ( d h h K i i E V I L L E , P A .

—Another hearing took place Wed_nesday last week before Auditor Henry
R. Brown, Esq., in the settlement of
the estate of tiie late Philip; Stearly,of
Thursday, Novem. io, 1887.
Limerick township. Stearly left his
property to a church, and the people
KRMS:—$1.25 PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE.
with whom he boarded and- who cared
for him in his old age think they ought
This paper has a larger Circulation to have had the cash for their extra
~_________
n this section o f the county than any trouble.
other paper published. As an adver
Accommodations Increased.
tising medium the “ Independent” ranks
The management of the Perkiomen
among the most desirable papers, having Railroad will run an additional train
a large and steadily increasing circula over the road to and from Pennsburg
tion in various localities throughout the on and after November 13. The train,
connecting with trains from Philadel
county.
phia, will reach here at 12 50 p. m ./go
■It is the aim o f the editor and pub ing north ; and southward will stop
lisher to make the “Independent” one o f here at 6.45. The management has de
the best local and general newspapers cided upon doing a good thing this time.
in the county, or anywhere else, and to
A Third Party.
this end we invite correspondence from
David Buckwalter has been farming,
every section.
upon shares, a field in this vicinity.
The reward for his labor was the half
of a fair crop of porn. But David will
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
fall a little short in getting what be
We publish the following schedule gratuitously
longs to him. A third party who
for the convenience of our readers.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville Station as neither owns the land, nor plowed it,
nor harrowed it, nor planted it, has
follows :
FOR PHILADELPHIA AND POINTS SOUTH.
carried from that field, during dark
M ilk......... ...........................
8.47 a. m. nights, bags of coin. David will likely
Accommodation............................
.8.03 a. m.
Market....................................
....1.20 p. m. have a job for the ’Squire and Sammy,
A c c o m o d a t io n ................
4.17 p . m . shortly. - ______________

Providence independent.

FOR ALLENTOWN AND POINTS NORTH AND WEST.

Mail.............
7.17 a.
Accomodation..............................
.9.14 a.
Market............3.18 p.
Accommodation.................................. 6.47 p.

m.
m.
m.
m.

BUNDATS— SOUTH.

Milk.............
6.56 a. m.
Accomodation................... -......... .. .4.46 p. m.
NORTH.

Accommodation................................... 10.03 a. m.
Milk..^......................... .s ...................... 5.41 p. m.

communications, business or
otherwise, transmitted to us through the
mails, to receive immediate attention,
must be directed to Collegeville, P. 0.
H om e F lash es and S tray Sparks
F rom Abroad.
fC^jf^For election returns up to Wed
nesday 12 M., see editorial page.
—’Tis all over now. Care for the
wounded and bury the dead.
—And the dear old flag still floats
while the American eagle screams.
—“ What ’id I tell you, eh ?” .
—9‘Sallie Ann” has weathered an
other storm—bide and hair unscathed.
—Guard your corn fields. “Eternal
vigilance is the price” of a full crop.

A Vicious Horse.
The Scbwenksville Item records the
following :—“A terrible accident hap
pened to an 18-year-old son of George
Tyson, residing near this place, on
Sunday evening. He had just come
home with a team, and while unhitch
ing the horse, the animal caught hold
of the young man’s chin and tore the
flesh in a shocking manner. The bone
was exposed and the tongue protruded
through the gaping wounds. Dr. V. Z.
Keelor, of Harleysville, was summoned
and he rendered surgical aid. The un
fortunate young man will no doubt be
disfigured for life.”

Literary Entertainment.
The Young People’s Association, of
Trappe, will give a literary entertain
ment in Masonic Hall, this (Thursday)
evening, Nov. 10, 1887. . The program
is as follows :—Instrumental solo, H.
E. K ratz; Declamation—“ Ticket of
Leave”—Miss Flora B. Rahn; Yocal
solo, Miss Rimby; Reading — “My
First Political Speech”—Mr. Lerch ;
Instrumental solo, Ralph Royer; Dec
lamation—“ Liberty and Union”—Mr.
Clapp ; Yocal solo, Miss Marne Plank ;
Oration—“Speaking for Bunkum”—Mr.
Wehler. The program will conclude
with a quartette, rendered by Mrs.
Spangler, Miss Marne T. Kratz, and
Messrs. Wehler and Bomberger. Ex
ercises will commence at 7-30 o’clock.

—President Cleveland has issued a
proclamation declaring Thursday, No
vember 24, as a day of thanksgiving
Fatally Burned.
and prayer. Governor Beaver has
James R. Royle, aged 2 years and
done likewise.
six months, son of Robert Royle resid
—Recovered : The carpenters re ing on Main street below Franklin, Nor
ferred to last week. One of them, so ristown', was literally roasted to death
Sunday morning. About 8 o’clock the
Jesse says, was off getting married.
father went to work at Albertson’s
—Last Friday Sheriff Kline sold the glass factory and the mother went out
personal property of the Royersford of the house to attend to some duties..
Agricultural Works. The sale amount It is supposed that during his play the
ed to $104.66.
little boy climbed upon the hearth of
—Thanks for the rabbits, Messrs. the stove. His clothes caught fire and
Mrs. Royle, hearing the child’s screams,
Underkoffler and Latshaw.
rushed into the house picked up the
—One of the artistic painters of the boy and carried him into the yard. Her
town carries a breech-loading gun clothes caught fire also while she was
across the fields on his way to toil. endeavoring to extinguish the flames
And death to the rabbits within range. with her apron. The accident is the
saddest that the undertaker in charge
—Freddie Paist is the leading ama has ever had anything to do with. The
teur marksman about town. He per child’s suffering were frightful to be
forates pasteboard well.
hold. Both eyes were burned out,
and
large patches of flesh dropped from
—John W. Barry, of Eagleville, has
purchased the provision store of John the body. The boy lived until noon,
M.'Anderson, West Main street, Nor when death came to his relief.
ristown, and will continue the business.

Crushed Under a Wagon Wheel.

—Read advertisements of apple sales
Thursday morning, while John Adda,
published in another column. A lot of a young and faithful farm hand em
apples for sale at Yerkes Station by ployed by Pierce Christman, of East
Messrs. Ashenfelter and Rosenberry.
Coventry township, about five miles
from Pottstown, was sitting of top of a
—William Thomas, a drunken negro, load
of cornfodder which he was haul
burled a bottle through a car window ing from’a field to the barn, the bun
while a train was passing through Nor
on which he was sitting driving
ristown, Monday night. Mary Wilk dles
the
horses, slipped and fell to the
inson, of Phoenixville, was cut about ground,
carrying him with them and
the face bj’ .fragments of glass. Thomas causing him
to fall in such a position
was promptly jailed.
that two o f the wheels of the heavily
—The following were elected man laden wagon passed over his head and
agers of the Union Mutual Fire Insur crushed out his brains. An inquest
ance Company at the annual meeting was held on his remains in the after
held in Norristown, Monday : Daniel noon by Deputy Coroner E!T), Miller,
Foulke, D. C. Getty, S. Dresher, M. when the jury rendered a verdict of
M’Glathery., J. G. Custer, I. L. Shoe accidental death. Deceased leaves a
maker, Conrad Lower, J. S. Pierce, wife and two small children who are
Sep, Kriebel, A. D. Bechtel, J. M. residing in Philadelphia, and who re
Coulston, J. J. Corson and H. H. Hart cently arrived in this country from
Germany, their former home. A mes
man.
senger was sent to break the news to
—During some heavy blasting, Mon the poor woman Thursday evening.
day afternoon, in McCoy’s Upper
Merion quarries, a large fragment of
‘ M essenger” Plum s.
rock was thrown over into Rambo’s
C. Tyson Kratz, of Collegeville,
quarry, a quarter of a mile distant, an<i wanted a triangular fight with the Dem
struck a horse and knocked him down. ocrats and Prohibitionists, he being the
..—At the semi-annual meeting of the Republican.
The Messenger noticed it last week.
Royersford Bridge Company at Spring
The Messenger gave him a plum to
City, last Saturday, a dividend of 27
per cent, tor the last six months, was digest.
I t didn’t agree with his gizzard.
declared. Lots of argument in this for
The Democrats and the Prohibition
a free bridge.
ists picked up the gauntlet he shied
—The regular monthly meeting of into the arena, but the Collegeville
the Directors of the Poor was held at gladiator was not there.
the almshouse Monday. Orders for
He flunked, flunked clear out.
the payment of bills presented, includ
Sad Kratz. Poor fellow. Were you
ing one for thirty fat cattle furnished really afraid, or did you bite off a big
by F. R. Deeds, wqre granted.
ger piece than you could chaw ?
And there was Brother Moser, of the
—Melville Fisfb is the name of the
new city editor 9>f the Norristown Her P rovidence I ndependent, to be umpire
ald. Mr. Ftsfijiails from West Ches for the Democrats I Jerusalem! O, my
ter. He will beiexpected to write fish country, what a Democrat is Moser 1
Kratz, what a mess you made of it.—
yarns and heavy editorials upon fishery
Phoenixville
Messenger.
questions.
—Mrs. Elizabeth Shalkop, wifeof Dan
Headache, when arising from indi
iel E. ¡Sbalkop, a merchant, of Linfield, gestion or nervousness, thoroughly un
died Thursday morning after a linger fits any one for attention to business or
ing illness of three rpopths. She was any other active effort. Jjaxador al
in her 42d year, and leaves two phild.- ways cures this distressing disorder,
Fen.
giving prompt relief after the first doge,
— An honest-minded man battling Price $5 cents,
for what he believeato be a moral prin
When it is fully recognised that one
ciple, and advocating that which be be of the first and highest rights of the
lieves will better the condition of the baby is to have a bottle of Dr. Bull’s
human race, is the kind of man human Baby Syrup, there will be more rest for
ity in general will learn to respect and the household and oomfort for the
admire—a'terwhile,
little one,

Personal.
Horace Fetterolf, of the J. B. Lippincott Publishing Co., Philadelphia,
was in town Sunday visiting his parents
and other near relatives.
Messrs. Matthias and David Hall
man drove over from Ambler Sunday,
and on their way to Areola made a
brief stop at this place.
Mr. and Mrs. John Gayner, of Salem,
N. J., were the guests of the editor and
his family over Sunday. Mrs. Gayner
is registered this week at our domicile.
Mr. Alexander S. Andrews and wife
of Philadelphia, spent Sunday with Mr.
John Fry, Trappe.
W. H. Johnson, editor of the popular
North Wales Record, favored this
Valley Forge.
office with a brief call Monday morn
Lady Regent Anna M. Holstein pre ing. Editor Johnson is an intelligent
sided over the meeting of the Valley newspaper man, and we are always
Forge Centennial and Memorial Asso glad to meet him.
ciation, held Wednesday, last week,
at Washington’s Headquarters. Among
College Notes.
other business transacted, a lodge for
Mathematical enigma : When is a
the Janitor was ordered to be built
about twenty feet in the rear of the triangle not a triangle ? Answer—
main building ; this building and the When Kratz backs out.
improvements to the grounds are to be
A recent visit to the Schaff Society
completed before the Christmas holi enables us to speak of the rapid pro
days. In tearing away the stone ex gress made by that organization.
tension of the building, the original de Everything moves along harmoniously
sign was laid bare. The passage way and in perfect order. The 48 chairs
was found to be a walled arch, and in belonging to the society are each Fri
the new extension this will be restored. day evening filled with earnest, eager
Peter M. Emery, one of the oldest listening Schaffites. The Schaff Ga
members of the P. O. S. of A. in Penn zette, which is at present in the hands
sylvania, has applied for the position of editor Magee, is unexceptionably
of janitor of the Headquarters.
the best and ablest edited society paper
we have ever listened to ; affording an
From Ironbridge.
abundance of solid matter for thought
The manufacture of bricks at this and also abounding in a variety of
original wit and humor.
place has ceased for the season.
The action taken by the students to
James Stoneback received recently a
lot of small German carp. He put ward the getting up of an inter-collegi
ate contest was rescinded at a recent
them in bis pond.
Employees of the Perkiomen rail meeting of the students.
A goodly number of the students
road have leveled the ground about the
station at this place, making access to have espoused the cause of Prohibition,
the same more convenient for loading and show themselves as such by wear
ing the Prohibition crank.
S mada.
and unloading cars.
Dr. Jas. Blank and wife have re
Blown into the Air.
turned from their wedding tour. They
Edward
Doyle, a single man, resid
enjoyed a very pleasant trip.
ing
in
Conshohocken
and employed at
James Stoneback sold 68 barrels of L. K. Graver’s quarry
in Plymouth
apples at Royersford last Saturday at township,
was
instantly
killed
while at
very good prices.
work about nine o’clock, Monday fore
Several car loads of lumber have ar noon. He had ignited a fuse prepara
rived at this station for Mr. Faringer’s tory to discharging a blast, which, for
new barn.
some reason, failed. Doyle approached
the spot where the charge was tamped
From Spring City.
into a hole in the rock, and stooped
A fashionable wedding is on the over it to Scrape away a quantity of
loose powder. Some of the powder
tapis here.
dropped into a crevice, where, prob
W. Emery’s new building, on the ably, sparks from the fuse had fallen.
corner Of Hall and Main streets, is fast While engaged directly over the charge
approaching completion. I t will be a an explosion occurred, the blast having
fine building.
been fired by the powder in the crevice.
Lewis Quigg, inventor, has con Other workmen saw Doyle’s body shoot
structed a table and cupboard upon a up into the air a distance of about 20
principle heretofore undiscovered.
feet, and heard it fall on the hard rock
Nathan Yeager, of East Vineent, has at a place 8 feet below the point at
a circular saw with which he claims to which he stood when the explosion oc
be able to cut a cord of wood in fifteen curred. As soon as the shower of
stones ceased men ran to where Doyle
minutes.
They talk of establishing a reading lay and found life extinct, the man’s
room and literary society a t Royers neck having been broken. The de
ceased was about 42 years of age. An
ford. Just what the place needs.
A young man popped the question inquest was held and a verdict of acci
to a girl who answered No. Then he dental death rendered.
asked her to play a piece on the piano ;
Democracy and Prohibition.
she played him finale.
About five hundred people filled
FROM GRATlSR’S FORD.
about that many seats in the Opera
Haldeman & Bean, of Schwenksville, House, Norristown, Wednesday even
held a public sale of apples at Alderfer’s ing, last week, to listen to a triangular
hotel, on Friday afternoon last. But discussion, the arrangements for which
as the prices they brought did not suit were announced in this paper last week
the venders, only about a dozen barrels and freely advertised in various other
were sold.
newspapers of the county. The per
The house occupied by Horace U; sons assembled represented various
Rosenberger is being slated all around, shades of political belief and action.
and its general appearance improved There were present Republicans, Demo
by a coat of paint. Lewis B. Wismer crats, Prohibitionists, Independents,
does the slate work, and William and a stray mugwump or two, in addi
tion to the political perfectionist with
Croman of Frederick the painting.
the goggles of the Herald, Republican
Three wild ducks were seen along Meredith who writes red-hot demothe banks of the Perkiomen one day ciatic editorials for the Register, and
last week at this place. Clement Fry Messrs. Reifsnyder and Sellers, the
succeeded in capturing one of them.
cultivated newspaper | daisies of the
Henry W. Swartley had the misfor Times ; both modest and intellectual.
tune to burn one of his hands last And then there was Brother Jehosoweek. While pitching a roof he dip phat Akariah Guss, the prohibition
ped his hand into the hot pitch, which bomb fosser, who wore tight-fitting
at once coated that member, burning it kids to preserve the complexion of his
bands and to ward off the possibility
severely.
Jacob S. Moyer, who was confined to of taking cold. Among other distin
his room with a sore leg for a month guished characters present there was
or two, is now so that by means of no less a personage on band than
crutches be is able to get out. Hope Moses Montmorenci, the colored orator
of the Hub. Orator Montmorenci’s
he may speedily recover.
front name got mixed with the writer’s
A. Yinton Custer, of near this place, hind name before the meeting was
who attended Pierce Business College regularly organized, and perhaps the
last summer, accepted a position in editor should have waited to hear from
Philadelphia as book keeper. He en Moses first, but, misunderstanding the
tered upon his duties last Monday situation, he didn’t do so, and Brother
morning.
Guss has twisted misapprehension into
hallucination, be jabbers. And our
Forestry.
dear friend C. Tyson Kratz, Esq., was
The first public meeting of the Montg not there and the triangle was minus a
omery County Branch of the Pensylva- side and an angle. It was shortly after
nia Forestry Association was opened eight o’clock when Mr. S. C. Freed
last Thursday evening by Dr. Henry proceeded to business. W. P. CuthFisher, in Masonic Hall, Jenkintown, bertson, of Norristown, was elected
who stated that the object of the Sooiety chairman. W. H. II. Bartram, the
was to protect the forests of this country luminary of prohibition, read a letter
from complete depletion, as seems to be had received from C. Tyson Kratz,
be threatened by the present system of Esq., which went on to explain how,
lumbeing and by forest fires. The loss why and wherefore Mr. Kratz was not
from this latter cause amounts to from present. And then the chairman intro
$3,000,000 to $5,000,000 per annual in duced John H. Fow, of Philadelphia,
Pensylvania. Edwin Satterth wait spoke the champion of Democracy, who made
of the trees of Montgomery county, a right fair democratic stump speech,
and was followed by Prof. J. Rothrock in which he gave the Republicans Hail
of the Uniuersity of Pennsylvia, whose Columbia and the Prohibitionists a lit
subject was the raising of lumber as a tle taffy. He was followed by W. H.
means of proft. Prof. Emund J. James H. Bartram, who uttered a vigorous
of the University, pointed out means plea for the cause of Prohibition. Both
which would prevent the destruction speakers took occasion to say that they
of forests, and Dr. John Anders talked regretted very much the absence of
of the climate and hygienic advantages Mr. Kratz, but neither of them referred
of woodlands.
to him in terms disrespectful, if a hit
ironical. The result of the whole af
Men are often heard saying that their fair, its near $s we can get at it, was a
aspirations are high, butevry tiiqe they sfropg inning for the Prohibitionists.
pough their noses go towards the garth,
wjth indications that they will follow
Dead From Hi§ Own Gu.n,
them soon unless they are wise enough
to take Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup in time.
P qttstcwN) November 8,—Thomas
“ Adam the goodliest man of men since Sigman, of Phoenixville, aged about 60
born,” still could not be called exactly years, and a plasterer by trade, visited
enviable, for when he tilled the ground his brother-in-law, Joseph Starrett, in
in the dewy twilight and nought a sharp Nantmeal township, Chester county,
touch of rheumatism,be had no Salvation for the purpose of spending a day gun
Oil for his cure, and no 35 cents to try it, ning, Shis morning he started out
An E a sy M ethod Adopted.
Frank Swartley, of Lower Provi
dence, was brought before Magistrate
J. J. Derr on Saturday afternoon to
answer a serious charge preferred by
Sallie Williams, of tbd same place. In
default of $500 bail the Magistrate
committed Swartley for lys appearance
at court. Later in the day the inter
ested parties consulted in the prison
and arrangements were effected by
which the defendant was discharged.
In the custody of an officer be again
appeared before the Magistrate. A
wedding ensued and the couple de
parted from Derr’s office smiling be
cause of the ease with which the diffi
culties had been adjusted.

alone, and about an hour after bis
brother-in-law found him laying in the
woods dead. His empty gun was be
side him and a gaping wound in his
left shoulder. Whether his death was
due to an accident or by his own band
is not known. The latter is generally
believed, as he was known to be melan
choly at times.
Result in Upper Providence.

Tuesday was a quiet election day in
the upper districtof Upper Providence.
The weather was ail that could be de
sired by the rain or shine political
workers. The chiefs of both parties
took care of the voters as they came to
the-polls. There was considerable cut
ting done by both parties. Following
is the result of the vote in this district.
We failed to receive, in time for this
issue, the result from the lower district
of this township.
STATE TREASURER.

226
139

W. B. Hart, r.
B. J. McGrann, d.
Dallas C. Irish, p.

The ladies will be interested in know
ing that by sending 20c. to pay postage
and 15 top covers of Warner Safe Yeast
(showing that they have used at least 15
packages) to H. H. Warner & Co.,
Rochester, N. Y., they can get a 500
page, finely illustrated Cook B ook, free.
Such a book, bound in cloth, could not
be bought for less than a dollar.
It is a wonderfully good chance to get
a fine book for the mere postage and
the ladies should act promptly.

p U B L I C SALE OF

FRESH COWS !
Will be sold at public sale, on MONDAY,
NOV. 14, ’87, at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel,
20 head of fresh cows with calves direct
from York county. Good judgment was
'11'"'•exercised in the selection of this stock,
and it will be to the interest of purchasers to at
tend sale. Sale at 3 o’clock, p. m., sharp. Con
ditions by
H. H. ALLEBACH.
J. G. Fetterolf, auct. I. H. Johnson, clerk.

p U B L I C SALE OF

Philadelphia Markets
P hiladelphia, November 5,1887.

FRESH COWS !

PI-OUR AND MEAL.

Will be sold at public sale, on FRIDAY,
Minnesota clear,
- (4 70 to 4 80 NOVEMBER 11, *87, at Smoyer’s hotel,Trappe,
Pennsylvania family
.- 3 50 to 3 75
v=^j*20 head of fresh cows from Lebanon
Patent and other high grades,
4 75 to 4 90
county. They are a very fine lot of cows
Rye flour, - 3 40 to 3 50
l*^"B,to select from, and farmers and dairy
Feed,
(16 75 to (19 50 per ton. men
are respectfully invited to attend this sale,
as we have the stock to give satisfaction and
will sell them without reserve. Sale at 2 o’clock.
Conditions by
SILAS W. FISHER.
D.McFeat,auct. C. U. Bean, clerk.
Wheat—red,
83 to 85
Corn 49 to 53
Oats
34 to 36

pUBLIC SALE OF

PROVISIONS.

10 Mess Pork, -

SUPREME COURT.

Henry W. Williams, r.
J. Ross Thompson, d.
S. B. Chase, p.
a d d it io n a l l a w j u d g e .

Mess Beef, Beef Hams, 227 Smoked hams, per pound, •131 Shoulders, - - , - , - ' 11 Lard,
Butter,
- — - Eggs, -

234
187
3

Aaron S. Swartz, r.
Charles Hunsicker, d.
Lewis D. Yail, p.
PROTHONOTARY.

W. B. Woodward, r.
George Scheetz, d.

222

144

RECORDER OF DEEDS.

Benjamin Thomas, r.
B. F. Hendricks, d.

227
138

REGI8TER OF WILLS.

J. W. Hunter, r.
Frank S. Mancill, d.

225
141

CLERK OF COURTS.

Alex. Malsberger, r.
D. F. Quillman,*d.

15 00 to 15 50
8 50 to 9 00
17 00 to 18 00
l i u t o 12'A
Will be sold at public sale on FRIDAY,
6 to
7 , NOVEMBER, 11, ’87, at Rein’s hotel, Ironbridge,
6 to
8
. „ 30 head of fresh cows and springers.
PLü MAIso 3 stock bulls and one heifer. Those
17 to 30
to
.
w»*.wishing to purchase fine cows should at
19
34
tend this sale. Sale at 3 o’clock. Conditions
CATTLE.
by
HENRY BERNTHEI8LER.
Milch Cows,
(30 00 to (70 00 L. H. Ingram, auct. I. H. Johnson, clerk.
Beef Cattle, extra, per pound,
6 to
7
4 to
“
good,
“
5
o to
11
common lt
S% puBLic Sale of
Calves,
5 to
Sheep,
-.
3 to
Lambs, ■’*■-* 4 to
HOGS AND SHOATS.
7
Hogs,
- ■6^ to 6%
Will be sold at public sale, on TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 15, at Dorworth’s Hotel, Trappe,
Timothy,
( 3.35@3.65 200 Hogs and Shoats. We take horses in ex
change. Sale at 1 o’clock. Conditions by
lOno
ROSENBERRY & SON.
For the week ending Nov. 5,1887, there were
received at the Hay Market, 7th Street, above
Oxford, 220 loads of hay and 40 loads of straw, pUBLIC SALE OF
which were sold at the following average prices
during the week :

227
137 Prime Timothy,

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.

Samuel K. Anders, r.
Daniel Yeakel, r.
John S. Rahn, d.
Mark B. Stout, d.

233
227
127
137

85 to 90 ^ 100 lbs.
75 to 85
“
95 to 1.00
“

Mixed,
Straw,

P UBLIC SALE OF
APPLES !

DIRECTOR OF THE POOR.

Wm. G. Wright, r.
Isaac Stierly,

FRESH COWS.

M Com, B is, Hop, Turleys, fc
Will be sold at public sale, on SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER 12, ’87, at Smoyer’s Hotel, Trappe,
^»raterilO fresh cows and springers, a few stock
bulls, 100 shoats and hogs, 100 turkeys.
flwujfo. All from Indiana county, Pa. Sale at 1
o’clock. Conditions by
MURRY MOORE.

215
Will he sold at public sale, on SATURDAY,
151 NOVEMBER 12, ’87, at Gross’ Hotel, College pRIVATE SALE OF

AUDITOR.

A. M. Bergey, r.
Isaac R. Cassel, r.
Philip Super, d.
Daniel Krizie, d.

227
228
139
138

ville, 75 Barrels of Apples, consisting of the
leading Winter varieties, including Greenings,
Spies, Baldwins, &c. Sale at 1 o’clock, sharp.
Conditions by
G. A. FELTON.
L. H. Ingram, auct.
A. D. Fetterolf, clerk.

BARRELS OF

Institute Expenses.

CHOICE APPLES !

ILLINOIS HORSES !
Will arrive at my stables, near Limerick
Square, NOV. 3, .’87, with my last lot of Horses
for the Season. This is a fine lot of
heavy draft, business and driving horses.
IA few fast trotters at private sale or
'exchange on market horses.
3no
I. T. MILLER.

THE RECEIPTS— SMALL BALANCE IN THE TREAS

Will be sold at public sale, on SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER 13, ’87, at Dull’s Hotel, Royers j^OTICE TO GUNNERS!
The following report shows the receipts and ford, 150 Barrels of Apples, choice varieties, in
All gunners and sportsmen are hereby for
expenses of the Teachers’ Institute of Mont cluding Greenings,• Baldwins, Northern Spies,
&c. Sale at 3 o’clock. Conditions by
bidden to trespass upon the premises of the un
gomery county, held at Norristown during the lOno
W. H. ROGERS.
dersigned. Trespassers will be dealt with ac
week commencing Oct. 81", 1887.
cording to law.
RECEIPTS.
DAVIS RAUDENBUSH, Upper Providence.
WM. PRIZER,
“
“
pUBLIC
SALE
OF
From members
(343 00
HENRY ZIMMERMAN,
“
“
from County Treasury,
300 00
A. D. WAGONER,
“
“
From all other sources,
593 00
JOHN FOLEY,
“
“
----------(1135 85
D.
H.
CASSELBERRY,
Lower
Providence.
EXPENDITURES.
MORTON RICE,
“
“
Hall rent,
(150 00
D. G. LANDES, West Perkiomen.
Will be sold at public sale on THURSDAY,
Selling ti; kets,
5 00
ISAAC F. ALDERFER, Skippack.
NOVEMBER 10,1887, on the premises of H. C.
Expressage,
. 1 30
Styer, at Trappe, Upper Provideuce township,
Prof. Mason, for instruction,
10 00
Montgomery county, Pa., all of his stock and
Rev. J. DeWitt Miller, lecture,
40 00
farming utensils, as follows : One brown horse,
70R SALE !
Prof. C. H. Terrill, instruction, 75 00
6 years old, sound and kind ; 5 cows, one with F
Prof. A. F. Smith, instruction,
30 00
calf by her side on day of sale, the others in
Miss Maggie Dotts, reading,
S 00
Store stand and farm at Trappe formerly
good profit; 30 pairs of chickens. Farm wagon,
Prof. A. W. Tourgee, lecture,
70 00
market wagon, express wagon, set hay ladders, owned by H. C. Styer. For particulars call on
Zook Post chairs,
5 00
or
address
F. G. HOBSON, Norristown, Pa.
3 sleighs—one an express, two seats, good as
Printing,
33 35
new ; mowing machine, used only two seasons ;
Miss Patridge, instruction,
106 55
horse rake, roller, Wiard plow, drag harrow,
Prof. T. M. Balliet, instruction, 63 60
Iron Age cultivator, two cultivators, single and
R SALE !
A.L.Custer pub. libra, statistics, 3 00
double trees, 3 sets stage harness, set lead har
Prof. J. W. Redway, instruction, 50 00
ness, single and double lines, collars, bridles,
A new brick house in upper part of Trappe ;
Prof. W. B. Hall, instruction,
56 00
.halters, &c., cow and trace chains,
Registering Committee,
3 00
’ dung drag (Olert’s make), harpoon has eight rooms and is well fitted up through
out.
Well of lasting water at the door. Terms
Permanent Certificate Committee, 3 60
1 hay hook, ropes and pulleys, forks,
Prof. C. B. Cochran, instruction, 15 00
'shovels, hoes, rakes, &c., wheelbarrow, easy. For particulars call on or address
J. K. BEAVER, Trappe.
Ack and Von Boyle, reading,
40 00
6 tons timothy hay, 4 tons mixed hay, 5 tons of lOno
Harry Beale, for porterage,
1 00
straw, 1500 sheaves of oats, 300 shocks of corn,
J. Murphy, porterage and police, 7 00
135 bushels of corn, 300 bundles of fodder, 6)^
Boarding for lecturers and instrdc. 34 00
MORTGAGES FOR SALE !
acres of winter grain, 3>^ wheat and 4 of rye
Incidentals, porterage, etc.,
195
large water troughs, post spade, maul and
Class Drills,
3 80
wedges, 3 thirty-quart milk cans, strainer, lot
First-class mortgages upon Montgomery
Postage and expressage,
13 35
of chicken coops ; also lot of store fixtures, as county properties at 5 and 6 per cent. Western
Profs. Philips and Welsh,
15 00
follows : tea and spice cans, tobacco cutter, mortgages, principal, and interest at 7 per cent.,
Rev. A. A. Willits,
75 00
silver-mounted show case, patent-alarm money guaranteed.
F. G. HOBSON.
Stenographic report
50 00
drawer, iron cylinder stove, large table, vinegar
F. D. Sower,
4 75
barrels, molasses spiggots, &c., Combination
Col. J. P. Sanford,
45 00
cook stove No. 8, parlor stove, self feeder, with
OR SALE !
Music books,
67 50
drum, and various other articles that will he
Attendants at door,
hunted up by day of sale. Sale at 1 o’clock, p.
-(1058 45 m., sharp. Conditions : 90 days credit by giv
Several large sash, with glass, suitable for
ing note with approved endorser on all sums hotbeds.
Apply at
THIS OFFICE.
( 77 40 over (15.
Balance,
H. C. STYER.
R. F. HOFFECKER, Supt.
L. H. Ingram, auct.
URY.

Personal Property 1

F°

F

Collegeville Depot as Viewed by the Bard.
One morning up the turnpike wide
I tramped along with lengthy stride,
Near Collegeville—far-famed ;
As I the beauteous landscape viewed
A Depot (?) in the distance stood,—
A Depot,—so ’tis named.
It often has provoked a smile,
It puzzled me to tell the style,
The model or the plan,
This nondescript at first did claim ;
Or if Corinthian was the name,
Or Gothic or Queen Anne 1
If set on wheels (a happy thought I)
Beside the car Juggernaut—
That Idol of the East,
O what a picture ! what a show I
For all the people high and low
Whereon their eyes to feast I
O ! could it be to Barnum sent,
To place it under that “ Big Tent”
Just as it here does stand ;
Then show the “ hairy man and wife”
Inside with Jumbo, large as life,
This Depot would look grand i
He’d say it came from Cameroon,
A slave-pen or a Barracoon
From Africa’s sandy shore ;
Imported from the Congo’s banks,
Where Stanley’s decimated ranks
The tangled wilds explore.
Aesthetic taste is not full grown
In Collegeville, I meekly own
When such a fabric old
For waiting rooms we have to use j
But hush I my wild and w ay\w 4 Wusei
A Depot ’tis enrolled 1
The citizens of Collegeville
Can bear fqll many an earthly ill,
Nor murmur, fret or frown ;
But worse than all it seems to me
Is that Old “ rattle-trap” to see,—=
That nuisance in their town t

* SSIGNEE’S NOTICE 1

-IN-

COLLEGEYILLE !

The undersigned desires to say to the
A U D ITO R ’S NOTICE !
public that he has laid in
a fu ll stock o f

In the Court of Common Pleas of Mont
gomery county. Assigned estate of A. D. Bech
tel and wife, of Upper Providence township,
Montgomery county. The undersigned auditor
appointed by said court to pass upon exceptions
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN,
and to make distribution of the balance remain
ing in the hands of D. D. Bechtel and Chas H.
A t the Lowest Possible Prices I Tyson, Assignees of said estate, hereby gives
notice that he will meet all parties interested,
The stock includes a general variety of the for the purpose of his appointment, at his office,
best made boots and shoes in the market. Also Swede street above Penn street, Norristown, Pa.,
on Friday, the 18th day of November, 1887, at
a full line of the most desirable
10 o’clock, a. m., when and where said parties
are requested to attend. H. B. DICKINSON,
27oc
Auditor.

Boots & Shoes

Rubber Boots and Shoes

AT RIGHT PRICES. Come and inspect our
stock and favor us with your patronage.
BOOTS AND SHOES MADE TO ORDER and
all kinds of Repairing done.

e

( 20oc)

. E. Conway.

IJAVING S E C U R E D A F A I R
11
CROP OF

H

O

N

E

Y

!

W. E. P E T E R M A N ,
TRAPPE, PA.
Residence and Apiary half mile north of P. O.

JO SEPH ST O N E,
After *U other« foil consult}

3 9 9 N. 15th St,, below Callowhill, Phila., Pa.
SO years experience in all 8P13C IA I* diseases. (Pei
Hianentiy restores those weakened by early indiscre.
tions, &c Call or write. Advice free and strictly con»
¿denial. Hours; xi a. m. till and 7 to xo evening*

Es TATE NOTICE !
Estate of Garret Stauffer, late of Skippack
township; deceased. Notice is hereby given
that letters of administration upon said estate
have been granted to the undersigned. All per
sons indebted to said estate are requested to
make prompt payment, and those having claims
against the same will present them, without de
lay to
JOHN G. STAUFFER,
Ironbridge P. O., Pa. (9-15) Administrator.

A.A

I am prepared to fill orders, both WHOLESALE
and RETAIL, in bottles, jelly tumblers, fruit
jars, etc.; also IN THE COMB. Bring on your
pails and jars and have them filled.

—GEORGE WILSON,

AFFLICTED ^UNFORTUNATE

Notice Is hereby given that Elias Fluck and
wife, of Upper Providence township, Montgom
ery county, Pa., have made an assignment of all
their property, real and personal, to the under
signed in trust for the benefit of creditors. All
persons indebted will please make payment and
those having claims will present them to
A. D. FETTEROLF, Assignee,
Or his attorneys,
•
Collegeville, Pa.
Bickel <fe Hobson, Norristown, Pa.
13oc

CARPET

WEAVER

Jos. B. Wismer, Proprietor.
All kinds o f Carriages and Wagons
Built to order.

COLLEGEVILLE HOTEL,

The best material and workmanship. Prompt
attention given to every description of

(Formerly Beard House.)
Hag Carpet woven to order in any style desired.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet for
sale at reasonable prices«

Carriage Painting and Trimming executed in
the best manner,
35anCm

REPAIRING !

ifl
J

w . ROYER, M. D*,

Practising

Physician,

Department of Agriculture.

QUNDAY PAPERS.
The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along
the line of Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
every Sunday morning,

CORN FOR SHEEP.
TRAPPE, PA,
Experiments in feeding different
Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
HENRY YOSY,
kinds of grain to sheep during the
Hall.
News Agent,
Collegeville. winter has proved that corn, if fed
constantly, and to any great extent,
Y. W EBER, M. D.,
T SPEAR,
produces a fevered condition of the
system.
This can, doubtless be reme
Practising Physician,
died to some extent, by feeding liber
Veterinary Surgeon !
E VA N SB UBO, PA
ally on roots.
Most fiockmasters pre
GRATER’S FORD, PA.
Office Hours:—until 9. a. m., 7 to 9 p. m.
fer
a
ration
composed
of corn and oats
The strictest attention given to all cases en
in the proportion of one part of corn
trusted to my care.
Map
g A. KRUSEN, M. D.,
to two parts of oats. A half pint of
pDW A RD E. LONG,
this mixture makes a liberal ration, and
many prefer to give only half that
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Conveyancer,
amount when feeding good hay. Beans
Office Hours Until 9 a. m. ; 1 to 3 p. m.
Beal Estate and General Business Agt., are very highly relished, and at the
6 to 8 p. m.
25augtf
present low price can, undoubtedly, be
No. 8 AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
profitably substituted occasionally for
Title
Searches
a
Specialty..
20oc
J p . B. F. PLACE,
the oat and corn ration for a change.
When corn alone is fed the flock is
UlAVID SPRINGER,
D E N T I S T ! !
sJ
M ain S t ., R oyersford, P a.
frequently troubled with eruptions or
humors, which causes the sheep to rub
86 E. Airy Street, NORRISTOWN, Pa. Branch
N O T A R Y PUBLIC,
Office: COLLEGEVILLE, Monday and Tuesand- gnaw their fleeces, causing a loss
day. Gas administered.
of wool.
AND LOAN BROKER: ,
CH EAPEST DENTIST IN NORVALUE OF BRAN.
L RISTOWN, PA.
Insurance placed for one, three or five years in
the largest and most reliable Stock Companies,
^Professor
Brown, of the Ontario
at best rates. No assessments. Life and Acci
dent Insurance policies a specialty.
28aply
Agricultural College, at Guelph, Cana
403 W. Marshall St. ,Cor. A stor,
da, recently summed up the usefulness
NORRISTOWN, PA. (Formerly of Boyertown.) 0 B. LATSHAW,
of bran to farmers, after having care
R oyersford, P a .
Teeth extracted without pain by the use of O.
fully considered its chemical compo
Pure Nitrous Oxide Gas, Ether, &c. Also the Genrl Insurance & Real "Estate Agt.
new process for freezing the gums a miracle.
sition
:
For Sale—One of the best located store prop
English and German spoken.
(ptap4-88 erties in Royersford. The stock of goods, chiefly
1.
Bran is a concentrated food,
groceries, will also be disposed of. A large es
tablished business in one of the most prosperous which, though variable in composition,
towns in the State. Reason for selling is ill
U G. HOBSON,
health of the proprietor. A decided bargain can possesses high nutritive value.
be had.
2. Roller process bran is, on the
Money securely invested in Real Estate with
A ttornev-at-L aw ,
out charge to lender. Stocks, Bonds, and Real average, richer than old process bran.
3. Its excess of ash or mineral mat
Cor.MAIN and SW EDE Streets, Norristown,Ta Estate bought and sold. Insurance of all kinds
effected.
Can be seen every evening at his residencein.
References :—National Bank of Royersford, ters eminently fits it for bone building
Freeland.
National Bank of Spring .City, H. W. Kratz,
in growing animals, and for supplemen
Trappe.
tno1
ting the lack of mineral matters in
M. BROWNBACK,
roots.
W. GOTWALS.
PA
YE B E E S
4. Its chemical constitution points
A T T O R N E Y -A T -L A W ,
to
the conclusion that it is somewhat
------- b u t c h e r a n d d e a l e r i n —
better
adapted to the formation of fat
No. 8 AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Jun.25-lyr.
and production of heat than to the for
Will serve the citizens of Collegeville and mation of muscle or of milk.
j^UGUSTUS W. BOMBERGER,
vicinity every Tuesday and Friday.
apl 6-tf
5. Both its chemical composition
and its physical form adapt it admira
A T T O R N E Y -A T -L A W ,
bly as a supplementary food to be
WILLIAM E. JOHNSON,
Blackstonb Building, N o. 787 Walnut St.,
used in connection with poor and bulky
PHILADELPHIA.
fodder, such as straw and roots.
Second Floor, Room 15.
6. Its manurial or fertilizing value
Can be seen every evening at his residence,
Collegbvillb, Pa.
Dec.l7,lyr.
alone repays its cost.
7. By retaining and feeding the
^ D. FETTEROLF,
bran upon the farm the objection to
selling the grain is partly overcome,
Providence Square, Pa.
viz., the exhaustion of the soil, since
Justice of the Peace
the bran retains most of the mineral
C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
-------EVERY DESCRIPTION OF------matters which cannot be derived from
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent.
the
air.—N. Y. World.
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates.

Homeopathic Physician,

N. S. Bomrnan, D. D. S,

dollars and cents, but of the greater
one of health, and the right of tbe peo
ple to have what they pay for. Statis
tics show that over 60,000,000 pounds
of bogus butter was made in this
country last year, over 18,000,000
pounds of which was shipped away
from the eity of Chicago alone, and
this year the probability is that the
quantity made will be much greater.

Justice of the Peace,

Made to order and kept on band. First-class
material and good workmanship, and
no pains spared to give customers
satisfaction. A full stock
of all kinds of

RAHN STATION, PA.
^ ^ “Conveyancer and General Business Agent:
Clerking of Sales attended to. Charges reason
Including Whips, Blankets, Lap Covers, &c.
able.
27janBy attention to business and by serving my
patrons to the best of my ability, I hope to merit
OHN H. CASSELBERRY.
a share of the public patronage.
27janly

HORSE f GOODS ! 1

J

(14 mile north of Trappe.)

Surveyor and Conveyancer
Sales clerked; sale bills prepared. Orders by
mall will receive prompt attention.
Nov8- 6 m. P. 0. Address: Limerick Square.

The Union Trust Co.,
611 & 613 CHESTNUT STREET.(1,000,000
AUTHORIZED CAPITAL.
PAID-UP CAPITAL...........

. $500,000

T P. KOONS,

CHARTER PERPETUAL.
Acts as Executor, Administrator, Assignee,
Receiver, Guardian, Attorney, Agent, Trustee
and Committee, alone or in connection with an
individual appointee.
R A H N S S T A T IO N Pa.
Takes charge of property, collects and remits
Dealer in every quality of Roofling, Flag interest and income promptly, and discharges
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima faithfully the duties of every trust known to the
law. J5F°A11 trust assets kept separate from
tes, and prices.
those of the Company.
Burglar Proof Safes and Boxes (having
chrome steel doors) to rent at $5 to $50 per
T EW IS WISMER,
annum in their new and elegant chrome steel
FIRE AND BURGLAR-PROOF VAULTS,
protected by improved Time Locks.
Practical Slater T
Wills kept in vaults without charge.
Collegeville, Pa. Always on hand roofing
Bonds and 8tocks, Plate, and all valuables
slate and slate flagging, and roofling felt. All securely kept under guarantee at moderate
orders promptly attended to. Also on hand a charges.
large lot of greystone flagging.
Paintings, Statuary, Bronzes, etc., kept in
fire-proof vaults.
Money received on Deposit and interest al
lowed.
T G. T. M ILLER.

Practical Slater ! I

CARPENTER and BUILDER,
TRAPPE PA.
Estimates for work furnished upon application,
and contracts taken. All orders will be attended
to promptly.
jan.l,’85,tf.

HDWARD DAYID,

6 and 7 per cent. Western Farm and City
First Mortgages.
IN SUMS FROM $200 TO $10,000.
Carefully negotiated. Principal and interest
guaranteed by institutions of unquestioned
soundness.

T H E UNION TR U ST CO.,
611 and 613 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
J. SIMPSON AFRICA, President.
JOHN G. READING, Vice President.
MAHLON S. STOKES, Treas. and Secretary.
WM. H. PRICE, Trust Officer.

PAINTER and PAPER«HANGER,

DIRECTORS.
D. Hayes Agnew, M. D.
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
Joseph I. Keefe,
Alfred S. Gillett,
Robert Patterson,
Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind Joseph Wright,
Theodor C. Engel,
of work in the line of painting, graining, and Dr. Chas. P. Turner,
Jacob
Naylor,
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer William S. Price,
Thomas G. Hood,
John T. Monroe,
fully furnished upon application.
Edward T. Perkins,
W. J. Nead,
William H. Lucas,
Thomas R. Patton,
Wm. Watson.
John G. Reading,
TSAAC LATSHAW,
Samuel Riddle, Glen Riddle, Pa.; Dr. George
W. Retly, Harrisburg; J. Simpson Africa,
Huntingdon ; Henry S. Eckert, Reading ; Ed
mund S. Doty, Mifflintown ; W. W. H. Davis,
Doylestown ; R. E. Monaghan, West Chester.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Contracts made and estimates furnished, and
all work done guaranteed to give satisfaction.
P A T E N
T S
28jytf
Obtained and all P A TE N T BUSINESS attend
ed to PROM PT! Yand for MODERATE FEES.
PR A N K WUNSCHALL,
Our office Is opposite tbe U. S. Patent Office,
and we can obtain patents in less time than
those remote from Washington.
Send model or drawing. We advise as to
CARPET W EAVER!
patentability free of charge ; and we make no
Has REMOVED from Upper Providence charge unless patent is secured.
Square to Mont Clare, opposite Phoenixville,
We refer, here, to the Postmaster, the Supt.. of
where he will be pleased to meet all old and new Money Order Div., and to officials of the U. S.
customers. Favor him with your work. 2dlm Patent Office. For circular, advice, terms and
reference to actual clients in your own State or
County, write to
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
14oc) Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.
j^R S. E. D. LACHMAN,

Fainter and Fapr Hanpr,

w ill n o t delay. G rand ontflt free. A ddress
True & Co., Augusta, Maine,

Private Residences, Hotels,
Churches, Schools, &c.

Improvement io Threshers ani Cleaners
It will revolutionize the Thresher trade. Don’t
buy until yon see it. Send for Catalogue of our
Level-Tread Horse Powers, Threshers and Clean
ers, Sawing Machines, Fodder Cutters and
Crushers, Land Rollers; Harvesters, Binders,
Hay Rakes, Piows, Harrows.

T he F lo rid a H ea ter

WE KEEP A LARGE STOCK OF ALL KINDS
OF FARM MACHINENY.

---- —HAS MANY POINTS OF------

Plow Shares and Extras of various Chilled Plows.
Iron Fencing, and castings of all descriptions
made to order. Repairing and jobbing of all
kinds of machinery work promptly attended to.
All the leading varieties of Farm Machinery kept
in stock, warranted the best. Sold on reason
able terms at very lowest prices possible for good
machinery to be sold at. Catalogues free on
application. Call or address

SUPERIORITY OVER A L L OTHERS

liBvE1'Ali} i s a s e l f COAL FEEDER !

Plant quinces. In fair seasons an
acre will yield several hundred bushels
of f ru it; an average of over 100 bush
els may be counted on, and there is no
such thirig as off years with them. The
fruit usually sells readily. Every one
should have at least a few trees for
their own use.

Our facilities for doing work of tliis kind are unsurpassed.

KICKING COWS.
A farmer writes to the American
Cultivator as follows : What farmer
has not had a kicking cow, and who
has not hammered her for her offences?
I milked a kicking cow for years be
cause no one else could do so, and this
animal proved everything about the
complaint worth knowing. A com
plaint I call it, and it is.both cruel and
ridiculous to suppose that severity
does any good. Feed the auimal well
while milking, and keep her head to the
manger, then slip a rope around the
right hind leg by a slip knot, and tie
it back to a post. Do not make it
tight, but just tight enough to support
the rope and to keep her leg from
reaching the pail. She will not object,
indeed, I am sure that she likes it. Let
the milker keep his head well pressed
into tbe flank of the cow so as to ob
serve the slightest motion of the joint,
and be prepared to move the pail for
ward a few inches. With these pre
cautions all trouble will cease.
The cow alluded to above was a
large and beautiful animal. She was
always milked three times a day for a
few weeks after calving. She was milk
ed into a measured twelve quart pail,
and would give it full and a half again
in the morning, and about three-quar
ters full at noon and at night, of fine,
rich milk, so there were excellent rea
sons for keeping her ; but she would
kick, and seemingly never until tbe
pail was full. When her leg was secur
ed as described above, there was no
more trouble. Some farmers tie up a
fore leg, but this renders tbe animal un
comfortable and she will not give down
her milk. If good results are expected,
a cow must be kept as comfortable and
happy as possible. Recollect as a
maxim : “Never beat or punish a kick
ing cow.”

We employ a

Grristock & Vanderslice,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

compe'ent force of workmen, and are fully prepared to supply these heaters,

Dealers in

together with all the modern conveniences needed to make a house comfortable,

White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock

including hot and cold water appliances, bath tubs and wash stands.
our works and examine the Florida Heater.

Call at

LU M BER ,

Will be pleased to give additional
Various grades, dressed and undressed.

According to Dr. F. Fautter, the information to any one wanting any of these improvements.
coloring matter of the skin of the grape Estimates furnished on application.
is soluble ¡d a solution of tartaric acid
or cream of tartar, and the solubility
appears to increase with the tempera
ture. This coloring substance is solu
Collegeville, Fa.
ble only to a very slight extent either
in alcohol or in a watery solution of
sugar.

THE DAIRY BUSINESS.
Few are aware of the magnitude of
our dairy business and tbe damage to
that business caused by the sale and
consumption, of counterfeit butter.
Statistics show that the value of the
butter, cheese and milk product in this
country last year was over $500,000,000. This is $350,000,000 more than
the entire oat crop of the country,
$419,000,000 more than the pig iron
product, $257,000,000 more than the
iron and steel product, $120,000,000
more than the cotton crop that used to
be
called big, and $100,000,000 more
to be m arie. C ut th is o u t and
retu rn to us, and we w ill send
C O L L E G E V I L L E , PA.
you fre e , som ething of g re e t than the entire wheat crop of the
val; c an d im portance to 3011,
Attends to laying out the dead and shroud
th a t w ill a ta r t you in business country. Tbe amount invested in milch
making. Wax flowers made to order.
16sep
w hich w ill b rin g you in m ore
m oney rig h t aw ay than an y  cows alone is over $700,000,000, which
th in g else in th is w orid. Any one can do th e w ork is more than the capital stock of all
and Tire a t homo. E ith e r sex ; all ages. Some
j^R S. S. L. PUGH.
th in g new, th a t jn s t coins m oney lor all w orkers. banking institutions in
the United
W e w ill s t a r t you ; ca p ita l n ot needed. T h is is
o n e o ’ the g en u in e, im p o rtan t chances of a life States.
TRAPPE, PA.,
tim e . T h ese who a r e am bitious an d o n terp risin g
Attends to laying out the dead, shroud-making

SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR

TH E L A T E ST

IN THE M ABKET.
Fifty years ago our wild strawberry
was almost unknown in tbe garden,
H E E B N E R & SO NS,
yet by careful selection and cultivation Is positively Safe* Easy to Manage, requires no Brick W ork,
Lansdale, Montgomery County, Penna.
we have now many valuable varieties,
Durable, allows no Escape of Gas, all parts Duplicated,
eacb possessing different characteristics
from the other.

Beef,: Veal: and: Mutton!

J O H N S. HUNSICKER,

THE FLORIDA STEAM HEATER !

Dr. T. H. Hopkins is confident that
the farmer who by careful raising and
selection of seed perfects his own supply will iu ten or fifteen years have
what can rarely be equaled by anything
from a distance.

J.

H A R NESS

H A V E YOU S E E N

Send for circular.
S H IN G L E S , split and sawed.

The R ob erts M achine Company,

PICKETS, CEDAR AND
RAILS.

CHESTNUT

L e h i g h and Sc huy lkill

Our Facilities for Executing-

On the approach of winter provision
should be made for dust baths for hens
when the soil is locked with frost. A
sufficient quantity of dry loam should
be secured and placed in barrels or
boxes to satisfy all possible demands.
Hens enjoy rolling and wallowing in are such as to enable us to do strictly First-class work promptly and at reasonable prices. The
dry earth in the sun, and it is also des
Job Work done at the I ndependent office favorably compares with that done anywhere in
irable to spread under tbe roosts to re
the County. Favor us with your orders and we will do our best to serve you well.
ceive the droppings, serving as a deod
orizer when the dropings are collected,
as they should be, so that the hen If you have anything to sell and want to sell it and If you want your neighbors and the rest of
house may be kept reasonably clean.
mankind to know that you have something to sell and want to sell it—no matter what it is—
And the largest amount ever in the
hands oj the commissioners was in 1886
when it reached the enormous sum of
$157,186,00.
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—IN THE COLUMNS OF THE—

W INTER CARE OF PLANTS
No one can hope to be successful in
window gardening or the keeping of
plants in winter without giving- them
some attention, any more than a farmer
can expect to grow good crops by neg
lect. She principal thing is to keep the
The best advertising medium In the middle section of Montgomery county. Wherever the I nde
room at such a temperature as will be
pendent circulates It is eagerly scanned by interested readers. It Is read by at least 3500
sure to prevent the plants from becom
people every week, and its circulation Is steadily increasing. Money judiciously
ing chilled, but the temperature should
invested In an advertisement in its columns will bring yon liberal returns.
not be raised too high, else the plants
* A public sale of Personal Property advertised In the I ndependent
grow sickly. Shey should receive fre
will not fail to attract the attention of numerous people
quently watering, and in this there
and bring together plenty of buyers. Advertiseshould be moderation; while plants re
quire a supply of moisture they will
not bear being flooded. Plants are often
UBS C R IB E FOR TH E
ruined by too much watering. The
foliage should be keptcleun by being
occasionally wiped off with a wet cloth. f * J p I R . O ' V I I D I E I U r O E
Towards spring vegor may be added by
watering with manure water.
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S F T R O V ID E N CE
IN D E P E N D E N T ”:^

I l s r i D

E F E l S r i D

E I s r T ,

GOAL.
I F X

j

O

-

COAL.

T J I R ,,

Corn, Bran, M iddlings,
O ATS, L IN S E E D M E A L ,

AND CAKE MEAL.
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
Town and Country Paint,—second to none in
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
Paint,—a cheap durable paint tor barns and
fencing.

ENTERPRISE
MARBLE WORKS!
Royersford, Montgomery Co. Pa.
would announce to my friends and the public,
that I am now prepared to furnish all kinds oi
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.

MONUMENTS a il TOMRSTONES,
Of Italian or American Marble or Granite, In*
the finest and latest designs.

GALVANIZED RAILINGS,
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
ble Work, for the bases of
BUILDINGS, STEPS, SILLS, ETC., ETC
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Work can be Been at the yard, or the different
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
turned out at the E n t e r p r is e W o r k s . Call and
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto:
,lLov>prices and fair dealings,
RESPECTFULL T,

Hot sunshine will remove scorch.
_f t .25 per annum, in advance. You will get the worth of your money and more or less happiness
The best liquid for cleaning old brass
Into the bargain by subscribing and paying for tbe I n d e pe n d e n t , the paper that stands on its
is a solution of oxalic acid.
June 8-ly.
own bottom and says what it has to say without fear or favor. The I n d e pe n d en t
Kerosene appljed to' unused stoves
contains all the news of a local and general nature It can get hold of, and
COLLEGEVILLE
will keep them from rusting.
all opinions worthy of space. If you want a live, wide-awake nineteenth
A damp cloth dipped in common
century local and general newspaper with opinions of Its own,
subscribe for the PROVIDENCE INDEPENDENT.
soda will brighten tin ware easily.
To clean knives : Cut a small potato,
dip it in bfick dust and rub them.
Grease may be removed from silk by
applying magnesia to tbe wrong side.
READY MADE
New iron should be gradually heated
at first, it will not be so likely to crack.
Paint splashes may be removed from
Fresh Bread, Rolls &cM
window panes by a very hot solution
of soda, usin a soft flannel.
Of the best material and manulacture, at
100

D. Theo. Buckwalter.

BAKERY !

— COLLEGEVILLE—

PULL STOCK OP

Roller Mills

HARNESS!

J. H. RICHARD, Pròp’r.

CAPACITY : 300 BUSHELS OF WHEAT,

TH E B A L D W IN

BUSHELS OF RYE, AND 50 BARRELS
OF FLOUR DAILY.

Carriage W orks!

Wheat and Rye Wanted !

(FORMERLY BLANCHFORD’S)

still higher if taken out in trade.

COLLEGEVILLE, Fa.

F O ll S A L E

The management having, been in the Carriage
Business a number of years in Philadelphia,
and being accustomed to handling all
grades of fine work, feels qualified
to manufacture every de
scription of

Carriages,

R O L L E R F L O U R ,
R Y E F liO T T H ,
G RAIN , F E E D , OF A L L K IN D S.
Seed Wheat at reasonable prices. Timothy
and Clover Seed. Also TRINLEY’S
and the BUFFALO

FERTILIZERS!
- IB 3R, -A . 1ST -

* w " A .a - 0 3 s rs 3 s c c .

ORDERED WORK a i REPAIRING
Will Receive Prompt Attention.
The patronage of the public respectfully
solicited, and a cordial invitation is extended to
all to call at

Tie Raliiia Carnap Worts,

But this is not a question solely of SOpç

M iflurt, Upper Prwiface Spare.
IC E C R E A M !
Different flavors, during the Season now open
ed. Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.

For which I will pay highest prices in cash, and

Buggies,

In the best possible manner at greatly reduced
prices. All new work will be accompanied
with a written guarantee to be as repre
sented.

EVERY MORNING.

By the car load close to cost.
MIDDLINGS retail at car-load
prices. Wheat grists ground by the old
p ro c e s s or exchanged for Roller Flour.
Chop
ping done, etc.

E. PAIST, ColRpffle, Pcaaa.

Wm. J. THOMPSON,

All kinds of Horse Goods selling at very low
—BUTCHER, AND DEALER IN THE BEST—
figures.

WHIPS,
TOP-GOVERS,
IM P O R TE D CO LLAR S.
Call and examine our stock and ascertain
prices before going out of your latitude to make
your purchases. Repairing attended to promptly.

John G. Detwiler.

S°The highest cash prices paid for Scrap Cast
Iron, delivered at the foundry of the
ROBERTS MACHINE WORKS,

COLLEGEVILLE, FA. }6jqn

CollegevUle, P*.

VFALr=
= M U TT0N ,=

ESTABLISHED 1857.

Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of each
week. Thankful to the public for past favors he
invites continued patronage. Highest cash price
paid for calves.

J. M. Albertson & Sons.,

WM. J. THOMPSON,

B A N K E R S ,
N orristow n, Pa.

3 Per Cent.
Interest Paid on Deposits
Subject to check on 10 days notice. .

RAP IRON

BEEF,=

M ONEY T O LOAN.

STOCKS
BONDS
BOUGHT AND SOLD.
Boxes in Vault to Rent at Low Rates,

LOWER PROVIDENCE, PA.

WORKING CLASSES f f iH ™ ! !

pared lo fu rn ish a ll «’lasses w ith em ploym ent s t
home, th e w hole of th e rim e, or for th eir sp are mo
m en ts B usiness new , lig h t an d profitable. P er
sons of e itu e r sex easily ea rn from bO «tents to $5.< 0
p e r ev ening and a p ro p o rtio n al sum by d ev o tin g
all th eir tim e to the business. Bovs and g irls earn
nearly a s much as m en. T h a t all who see th is m ay
send th e ir address, and te s t th e business, we m ake
th is offer To snob a s are not w ell satisfied we
w ill send one d o llar to pay for the tro u b le of w rit,
lug. F u ll p artic u la r« and o u tfit free. Add re*«

GgOBG£ STINSON & <JQ., JPoi tluud, Maine,

